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PART II

POLITICALLY POWERFUL DISCOURSES ON THE BERLIN WALL:
MARTIN HILLENBRAND, MCGEORGE BUNDY, AND PAUL NITZE



INTRODUCTION

Discourse lives, as it were, beyond itself, in a living impulse toward the object; if we
detach ourselves completely from this impulse all we have left is the naked corpse of
the word�

As a living, socio-ideological concrete thing�language for the individual conscious-
ness, lies on the borderline between oneself and other�. It becomes �one�s own�
only when the speaker populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he
appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive intention.1

Part II examines the �politically powerful discourses� from within academia that were read and

witnessed by the participants of the Berlin Nuclear Crisis Project. Martin Hillenbrand and

McGeorge Bundy were interviewed by the Berlin Nuclear Crisis Project members, and selected

scholars met with Paul Nitze. The challenge was to get to know the subjects primarily through

these interviews, their personal publications and memoirs, and their relationship to others during

critical times in our country�s nuclear history.

Martin Hillenbrand, McGeorge Bundy, and the biographer of Paul Nitze, David Callahan,

were guests of the Nuclear Crisis Project in l989. The transcripts for these meetings were not

available for security reasons. To insure the integrity of their views and to best represent them, I

choose to quote passages from notes I had taken during the interviews at the Kennedy School

and from their biographies, memoirs, and other written works and to treat this as a postscript to

the other oral history transcripts included in Part I of this paper.

What is similar in the three men�s lives is how war, international crisis, politics, and

powerful men shaped their outlook on everything they experienced. It was the lens through

which their lives were portrayed for the public. As a Foreign Service officer and government

diplomats, Hillenbrand, Bundy, and Nitze were part of the decision-making process that began

and ended the Cold War. They all shared an image of Russia as the enemy.2
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MARTIN HILLENBRAND, DIRECTOR OF OFFICE OF GERMAN AFFAIRS,
US DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BERLIN POLICY: HISTORICAL COMPLEXITY AND UNNECESSARY TENSION

�the terror and the utter viciousness of the Nazi and Japanese aggression, as well as
the endless implications for evil of their victory, permitted men of principle to equate
participation in the war with good conscience by balancing tremendous evil against
even more tremendous evil. Now that the dread possibilities of atomic fission haunt
the minds of men, the problem of war has become almost identical with the problem
of human survival.3

There is one thing that always puzzled us, and that was how to take Khrushchev�s
rhetoric�how seriously to take his rhetoric�because his rhetoric was highly
threatening�you can say that he was just overly exuberant, but his ultimatums were
always accompanied by the possibility, the rhetoric, of a nuclear war; just as he told
Kennedy in Vienna, �then there will be a war.�4

I think that the president, as he lived through the Berlin crisis and became preoccu-
pied with it, necessarily became more and more impressed with its complexity and
its difficulties.5

Martin Hillenbrand was interviewed by members of the Nuclear Crisis Project on October 10,

l988, and the original transcript is unavailable. Paul Sweet, American Consul General in Stuttgart

interviewed Hillenbrand on August 26, 1964.6 Sweet�s interview was structured around questions

concerning President Kennedy�s views on the Berlin Crisis and Khrushchev. These questions

pertained to the domestic level of organization in the White House and, on a more personal level,

to Kennedy as he dealt with Khrushchev during the crisis, and in Vienna. It also addressed the

diplomatic negotiations and military threats before and after the Wall was built and Kennedy�s

response to these. Martin Hillenbrand�s main questions in the interview with Sweet regarding the

Berlin Wall Crisis of 1961 were:

· How did Kennedy describe and experience the complexity of the crisis?

· How did the Germans view President Kennedy, and what was Kennedy�s relation-
ship to Adenauer?
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· What was the organizational structure in the White House and the decision-
making style of President Kennedy?

· What were the political and military actions immediately before and after the
Vienna meeting? How did Kennedy view Khrushchev during this time?

· Was the Wall a surprise, and what were the politics of the president�s diplomatic
negotiations in response to the building of the Wall?

· What was the role of the nuclear weapons during the president�s term in office,
and what was Kennedy�s �resolution� to the Berlin Crisis?

Martin Hillenbrand started his career as a Foreign Service Officer, and as part of his

service, was sent to Germany in l956.77 Foreign Service Officers can be sent anywhere in the

world at any time, to serve the diplomatic needs of the U.S. They are frontline personnel of all

U.S. embassies, consulates, and other diplomatic missions. Historically, Foreign Service Officers

have been generalists who would expect to be assigned to various kinds of jobs, in different parts

of the world in the course of their careers.

 He was Director of the Office of German Affairs in the Department of State during the

entire acute period, which began with the so-called Soviet ultimatum on Berlin on November 27,

1958 and ended according to Hillenbrand in September 1963.8 Hillenbrand was part of the

Interdepartmental Coordinating Group on Germany and Berlin, developed on June 30, 1961 by

McGeorge Bundy, and chaired by Secretary Dean Rusk.9 This group had previously been named

the Interdepartmental Group on Berlin Contingency Planning. The Interdepartmental Coordinat-

ing Group on Germany and Berlin later became the Berlin Task Force, which had its first meet-

ing on August l7, 1961.

Foy Kohler was its effective head, and Hillenbrand was his deputy. The basic member-

ship of the task force, which was physically to function in the Operations Center of the State

Department, came from the Office of German Affairs. It quickly became the operational center

for the discussion of American contingency planning and other matters relating to Berlin.
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Mr. Hillenbrand stated in his interview with Mr. Sweet that when President Kennedy took

office in 1961:

The Berlin crisis which began in November of 1958, was still very much with us,
although Chairman Khrushchev had, in effect, declared a moratorium shortly after
the collapse of the summit meeting in Paris in the spring of 1960 because�of the
difficulty negotiating with the Americans while they were having a national election.
However, everyone assumed that, once the new administration had taken over, the
Soviets would revive the Berlin threat and apply new pressure.10

During this period I was, in effect, the principal working level officer dealing with
the problem of who had to draft papers, and who was responsible at least to seeing
that papers got drafted, on the subject. Our contacts were frequent. I attended practi-
cally all of the meetings which took place in the White House on this subject over a
period of several years, and I was on a number of occasions called over to the White
House, to brief the President or to obtain his decision.11

�I know of no other problem in American foreign policy of recent years, or for that
matter of the postwar period, that has been both as complex as the Berlin problem
and as important in terms of the possible implications if U.S. policy failed. This
complexity�was both a �historical complexity�12 involving a tremendous mass of
documentation�and also [concerned] the possibility of a crises� occurring in a
hundred different segments of the Berlin problem, communications, transportation,
access to East Berlin, etc�13

A second issue Minister Hillenbrand discussed was the German�s view of President Kennedy

and, in turn, how President Kennedy treated the German problem.

For Mr. Hillenbrand: �The Germans�had a somewhat questioning approach towards the

new administration�It was a new party, which had taken over the government in the United

States, and it was a party, which had been associated in their minds with the wartime and imme-

diate postwar policy of the U.S. towards Germany�I think President Kennedy had certain views

about the nature of the German problems and Berlin problems.�14

Kennedy formulated his policy under heavy pressure, rather then relying on preconceived

plans. Before he assumed the presidency, JFK�s foreign policy interests did not include any

extensive analysis of postwar Germany. In 1951, the Massachusetts congressman visited the

Federal Republic of Germany but concluded that the Social Democratic Party (SDP) leader Kurt
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Schumacher, not Chancellor Adenauer, was the strongest political figure of Germany, and

Kennedy greatly admired the logic of Schumacher�s arguments.15 Kennedy�s remarks in an

article appearing in Foreign Affairs in 1957, offered a critique of American postwar German

policy, stating that �the age of Adenauer is over�� Adenauer was referred to �as a shadow of the

past.�16

Martin Hillenbrand in a letter to Frank Meyer wrote that Kennedy had a superficial

opinion of Adenauer �one in a negative sort of way.� Kennedy viewed Adenauer �as a relic of

the Cold War whose links to the Eisenhower administration�s anti-Communist foreign policy

were not in keeping with the idea of diplomatic flexibility, which he projected as his foreign

policy priority.�17 In addition to this, �One of the realities that emerged quickly enough was that

a number of new people in the White House, and some in the State Department, did not have a

high regard for the handling of the Berlin problem by the Eisenhower administration.� 18

Kennedy especially articulated a desire to take risks to bring about a thaw in the Cold

War and to find a new approach to the Russians that would end the brink-of-war phase of the

long Cold War. The Eisenhower-Adenauer connection hindered efforts to create dialogue with

the Soviets. Kennedy resented what he perceived as the German chancellor�s veto over attempts

to improve American-Soviet relations.

Theodore Sorenson , in an August 1988 interview, stated that JFK did not give much

attention to the German chancellor. Kennedy�s remarks certainly seem to verify this lack of

understanding of Adenauer�s contribution to postwar developments in Germany and Europe.19

Hillenbrand was acutely aware that President Kennedy had certain views about the nature

of the German and Berlin problems.20 Mr. Hillenbrand stated in the Sweet interview that:

Some of the people around him seemed to think that there was some easy solution
or, if not an easy solution, at least an ingenious solution which could be devised by
intelligent men, to get the Berlin problem off the President�s back and I suppose the
President must have been advised by these people that such a solution was possible.
The new administration was not committed to any solution of the Berlin and German
problems before a searching investigation had been made�. I think the President as
he lived through the Berlin crisis and became preoccupied with it, necessarily be-
came more and more impressed with its complexities and its difficulties. 21
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As a realist, the president was very conscious of the physical limitations of our position in

Berlin, as geographically weak. He was not among those who suffered from the illusion that we

were really negotiating from a position of basic strength. The president was very much against

empty gestures. You do those things that are absolutely essential to protect your vital interests,

and you restrain the more hotheaded of your subordinates from doing things that merely exacer-

bate the situation but do not strengthen your own position. The president did not, of course,

hesitate to take chances, calculated risks, in order to defend our interest. He did not like being

pushed around by the Soviets any more than his advisers did. Nevertheless, he did not allow the

heat of the moment to override his sound judgment on the major elements that were involved in

the Berlin situation.

Another theme of Hillenbrand was the organizational characteristics of the new adminis-

tration and Kennedy�s decision-making style. Hillenbrand when interviewed by Sweet stated

that:

It was quite clear to any well informed person that the subject of Berlin was one with
which the President would have to come to grips at a fairly early stage, and his
advisers both in the White House and in the State Department, were very aware of
this�some of the President�s new team felt that there must be some new solution to
the Berlin problem which could be pulled out of the hat and which a new administra-
tion, obviously possessed of a great deal of collective intelligence, would be able to
devise. Our feeling in the State, of course, was that there were no easy solutions to
the Berlin problem�during the first few months Kennedy�s major preoccupations
were with other problems,22 apart from the general recognition that the Berlin prob-
lem was one he was going to have to come to grips with fairly early in the game.23

Those of us in the State Department who had been dealing with the Berlin problem
up to that point were encouraged to write memoranda and papers which would focus
attention on the primary issues�and try to anticipate what might be expected from
the Soviets�.I remember one such paper particularly, which was prepared at the
request of the White House and on which I worked for some time called �The Prob-
lem of Berlin.�24

Kennedy�s advisory procedures as president, in keeping with his informal leadership
style, varied from issue to issue, with few officials having fixed responsibilities.
Kennedy liked to describe himself as the hub of a wheel, with his many associates as
the spokes. Upon entering office, Kennedy dismantled much of Eisenhower�s staff
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machinery, including the NSC Planning Board, the Operations Coordinating Board,
the Cabinet ecretariat, and the positions of staff secretary to the president and chief
of staff. �25

�One of (President Kennedy�s) characteristics was that he brought to any problem an open,

searching mind which was not satisfied merely to accept the conventional answers of the

experts�He always encouraged intellectual activity, and the circulation of ideas.�26 As opposed

to Khrushchev, Kennedy was comfortable with the intellectual arena and brought with him a

number of academics and businessmen who had been associated with the Democratic Party�s

electoral victory. �He wasn�t only up with the news, he was ahead of it.�27

The New Frontier foreign policy 28 apparatus was staffed by individuals whose brain

power and energy were enviable, but whose diplomatic experience was limited. Conducting

much of the foreign policy decision making process like a Harvard seminar, the new administra-

tion believed that day to day involvement in events brought more results then top level state-

ments of purpose and direction, which had characterized decision making under Eisenhower�.

Eisenhower had created a formal structure of review within the National Security Council.29

President Kennedy was much more informal and more accessible than President

Eisenhower. Kennedy developed a distinctive style of his own in dealing with the Berlin and

German questions. As opposed to Khrushchev, Kennedy was comfortable with the intellectual

and brought with him a number of academics and businessmen who had been associated with the

Democratic Party�s electoral victory.� The New Frontier foreign policy apparatus was staffed by

individuals whose brain power and energy were enviable, but whose diplomatic experience was

limited. According to Mr. Hillenbrand;

�.in the years of the Kennedy administration there were complicated discussions of
Germany and Berlin going on with the Soviet Union�.I think Kennedy mastered
what was necessary for him to make decisions. Obviously, in dealing with subjects
of this kind of complexity, he had to rely�on advice given him by the Secretary of
State and other responsible advisors, but the President had a very quick mind, which
went directly to essentials. He could read very rapidly�and meetings at which he
was present usually did involve his knowing what the essence of the problem
was�.in discussions with foreign statesmen including the Soviets, he knew what he
wanted to say and said it well. 30
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Kennedy searched widely for advice, insisted on going over and over alternative
courses of action, and pressed for imagination to expand the menu. For a July 1961
meeting that Bundy characterized as perhaps the most important yet held, Kennedy
called in no fewer than 25 people.31

He always gave the impression of being in full command of the situation and of not
being overwhelmed by the complexities or by the gravity of the decisions that he
was being asked to make. His working style was a fairly easy and generally affable
one. As I said earlier, meetings in the White House were not formal, in the sense that
they resulted in a lot of documentation on, elaborate minutes, and so on. This was
not an institutionalized form of decision-making. The President, in effect, picked the
brains of those who were there, asked for their advice, and then arrived at his deci-
sions.32

Kennedy did not normally resort to snap judgments about either the nature of a situation or about

the remedies that were required. He held a certain amount of psychological insight, both into the

minds of his own advisers and into the minds of his opponents. I believe that on occasion he

rejected certain actions, that were proposed by his advisors because those actions would have

had an irritating and exacerbating effect on the Soviets without really contributing to the basic

amelioration of the situation, in which alone a resolution of the Berlin problem could be found.

On June 3�4, 1961 in Vienna a major confrontation took place between Kennedy and

Khrushchev. The events leading up to Vienna and those political and military actions in the

aftermath were a turning point in the administration�s attitude to the Berlin Crisis. Hillenbrand

recalled, �In the briefing materials which I prepared for the Vienna meeting, we certainly didn�t

try to hold the hope of any easy solution to the Berlin problem. The general approach accepted

was that a vital interest of the United States was involved in the maintenance of our position

there.�33

Just two weeks before the meetings, the president charged Robert Kennedy with convinc-

ing the Soviets of US resolve by meeting face to face with Georgi Bolshakov, a ranking officer in

the Soviet intelligence apparatus. The attorney general met with Bolshakov and told him, �I

know you�re on intimate terms with Adzhubei and others. I think they wouldn�t mind getting

truthful first hand information from you, and I presume they�ll find a way of passing it on to

Khrushchev.�34
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Robert Kennedy tried to convince Bolshakov that Khrushchev would be mistaken to
believe John Kennedy was weak and would tolerate being pushed around. Robert
knew his brother�s thinking: I suppose if we get involved in a war in Europe, [he
remembered the president said], we will have no choice but to use nuclear
weapons.The Kennedys feared a war might start as a result of miscalculation or
misjudgment, and so Robert warned Bolshakov �not to push too hard.� Still,
Khrushchev persisted in proclaiming his intention of driving the Western powers out
of Berlin. 35

Worried that a callous mistake might trigger war, the Kennedys saw the back-channel contacts

with Georgi Bolshakov as a chance to personalize negotiations and reduce the possibilities of

war through miscalculation.

In response to these meaner times the Kennedy administration took a more realistic
view of thermonuclear war. Some called it thinking the unthinkable. �If we do not
meet our commitments in Berlin�, John Kennedy asked, �where will we later
stand?� The military activated reservists, doubles draft calls, and expanded by two
hundred thousand part of a request for a $3.4 billion increase in military spending
First, however, they had to convince Khrushchev that they were tough, but not
�mean and tough� as Robert often described the Soviets�. Told that Khrushchev
thought President Kennedy did not have the guts for war over Berlin, Robert
Kennedy told Bolshakov: �He does, I know. Tell Khrushchev.� 36

The blunt way in which Khrushchev presented the president with the Soviet position
on Berlin which led the President to make his remark about the likelihood of a cold
winter, had created the prospect of a major crisis�.�he emerged from the Vienna
meeting knowing Khrushchev�s feeling that a major confrontation with the Soviet
Union was about to take place and that the energies of the new administration had to
be devoted, on an emergency basis, to meet this challenge to his position. 37

Kennedy�s image of Khrushchev was shaped by the outcome of the Vienna meetings

more than by anything he later saw on paper or heard from his Soviet experts. The president

described it to British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan in a London stopover on the way home:

�The President,� noted Macmillan, �was completely overwhelmed by the ruthlessness and

barbarity of the Russian chairman.�38 J. W. Hilty wrote that, �Khrushchev had run roughshod

over John Kennedy at the Vienna meetings. �Worst thing in my life. He savaged me,� said the

president.�39
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According to Mr. Hillenbrand, one result of the Vienna meetings was that the

Secretary of State was charged with coordinating the work in the U.S. government of
formulating recommendations to the president as to the courses of action, which
should now be followed�. named the Interdepartmental Coordinating group, [the
group] was established under the general direction of the Secretary of State. This
was the forerunner of the Berlin Task Force and it worked in close collaboration with
the White House, and particularly with Mr. George Bundy�We were charged
initially with the coordination of a report to be made to the President within a very
tight deadline�about ten days. 40

This meeting, which took place on or about July 19th, was devoted to a discussion of the next

steps to be taken. Mr. Acheson attended the meeting. Though he was not a formal member of the

new administration, Acheson had been an adviser on a number of ad hoc assignments that the

president had asked him to undertake. 41 He was asked back to add his advice to that obtained

from the State Department and other departments of the government. A big problem for the

group was deciding what specific military action the United States should undertake in response

to the Vienna threats in terms of specific action in the military area. Hillenbrand suggested that

some military response by the United States would be appropriate, though he did not mean

forceful military action. Some kind of a military buildup should be undertaken, which would

coincide with the year-end deadline stipulated by Chairman Khrushchev. �

National Security Action Memorandum No. 58 of June 30, 1961, gave the secretary
of state general responsibility for coordination the various studies called for by the
NSC�

a working group of the Interdepartmental Coordinating Group operated around the
clock �to complete a report for the meeting of the National Security Council on
July 13. The final document and attachments proved a formidable one: a �Summary
of Development of the Course of Action�, a section entitled �Imminent Decisions�,
followed by ten annexes containing recommendations and specific studies by the
relevant government agencies�.

A lengthy discussion of the report in the National Security Council led to further
instructions from the president to �prepare evaluations of alternative courses of
actions and specific recommendations for the implementation of such actions�, to be
discussed at a NSC meeting on July 19thNational Security Council Action Memoran-
dum No. 59, dated July 14, 1961, passed out specific assignments.� 42
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The decisions of this July 19 meeting were reflected in the president�s famous speech of

the 25th of July, 1961, laying out basic US policy on Germany and Berlin in light of the Vienna

findings. 43 Approximately three weeks passed between the July 25th speech and the building of

the Berlin Wall on August 13th. During that period the Kennedy administration held meetings in

Paris and there was direct communication from Paris to Washington. When Mr. Sweet asked

Martin Hillenbrand during a 1964 interview if the wall had come as an entire surprise, Mr.

Hillenbrand answered:

�Entire surprise� is perhaps the wrong expression.44 It certainly came as a surprise in
specific terms. It became clear to many of us dealing with the Berlin problem that
the East German regime and the Soviet Union would have to do something, some-
how about the ever-increasing flow of refugee, which was reaching almost run-away
proportions by mid summer of l961. The constant refugee drain had been a major
factor in hampering the growth of the GDR. It had continued at impressive rates over
a period of ten years or more, and had resulted in an actual diminution of the popula-
tion of the GDR.

Then, during the summer of 1961, what became known as �Torschlusspanik�45

[panic caused by fear of the gate slamming shut], took over in the GDR which made
many people decide to leave right away rather then wait a little longer. This led to an
explosive outpouring of refugees from the GDR, which over one weekend reached
nearly 50,000.

Under these conditions it was clear that the East Germans would have to do some-
thing, if their entire state was not to melt away demographically�. I remember
seeing no intelligence reports or any other materials which predicted the building of
the Wall. It may be that there were some of this kind, but I doubt it. They would
most probably have come to my attention, so I think it is accurate to say that the
Wall came as a surprise. It did not come as a surprise that measures were taken
drastically to reduce the flow of refugee. 46

Mr. Hillenbrand returned to Washington about the 17th or 18th of August from a vacation and

encountered much controversy in Washington regarding

�the failure of the Allies to take decisive action to knock down the Wall,
[Hillenbrand thought that] most people who were aware of the realities of life in
Berlin did not feel that such an action would probably have been effective. [He
recalled to Sweet] that General Clay, who certainly was not known for his reticence
in pursuing activist policies, himself admitted as much in a television
broadcast�He, in effect, defended the response of the Allies to the Wall.47
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When asked by Sweet if the German Government was active in pressing or presenting its views

on the Wall to the President, Hillenbrand recalled that to the best of his knowledge,

�the German Government never proposed that physical action be taken to remove
the wall.By September 14 when the Soviets announced that Gromyko was prepared
to have direct exchanges of views with Secretary of State Rusk, there seemed to be
some easing of the crisis and the President subsequently met with Gromyko on
October 6 and this initiated a long, long period of talks at various levels with the
Russians on Berlin.

�The theory�was that, while we must take military measures, and must by con-
comitant political action impress the Soviets with the seriousness with which we
regarded their threats to our position in Berlin, at the same time we must engage in
political discussions aimed at seeing whether there was not some diplomatic way out
of the impasse. It was quite clear�that we were on a collision course with the
Soviets�and if they carried out their year-end threat to go ahead and sign a peace
treaty with the East Germans�to turn over all responsibilities for Allied access to
the East Germans, we were going to be in a first class crisis with all the possible
implications of such a crisis in a military sense. It was for this reason that the Presi-
dent actively favored pursuing the problem with the Soviets diplomatically. An
occasion for doing this was provided, of course, by Gromyko�s coming to New York
in connection with the session of the General Assembly which opened in September,
1961.

�in speaking of the easing of the crisis I meant simply that there had been an
agreement to talk, and I wonder whether�the President had fairly defined ideas
about what should be sought in talks with the Russians?�

�these talks were designated not as negotiations, but as exploratory talks to ascer-
tain whether a basis for negotiations existed�.The French refused to participate in
any Four-power meetings with the Soviets, but they did say that they would not
object to the conduct by the Secretary of these exploratory talks. So the Secretary,
going into these talks, was in no position to make commitments for the occupation
powers in Berlin.

�After the departure of Foreign Minister Gromyko from the United States, a further
round of discussions with the Soviets would have to take place still in the category
of exploratory talks. [These talks] would be best to conduct in Moscow between
Gromyko and our ambassador in Moscow, Lewellyn Thompson�.The original
drafting of these instructions was done in the Berlin Task Force�then approved by
the Secretary of State and cleared with the President at meetings at the White House
meetings�then sent telegraphically to Ambassador Thompson. After each meeting
in Moscow, Thompson sent long reports back to Washington which had to be ana-
lyzed and used in preparation of the instructions for the following round.48
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According to Hillenbrand, during the Thompson-Gromyko phase in Moscow and then the

Gromyko talks in Geneva a number of major air corridor harassments were averted by diplo-

matic channels. Hillenbrand goes on in his interview with Sweet regarding this period of intense

discussions to say that:

Chancellor Adenauer, who had�not been following the discussions with the same
care as the President, suddenly became aware of this proposal for an International
Access Authority as well as certain other things, and did not like them�. This
created the kind of synthetic crisis, which we have seen in Bonn from time to time.
The interest of the politicians was stimulated and tended to feed on itself, so that you
did have within the spring period what became known as the �leaks crisis�, or the
International Access Authority crisis�

I think the President felt that calculated leaks and stimulated criticism of the U.S.
Government of a rather frenetic nature, such as characterized Bonn during this
period, was not really a very helpful contribution�.

On the other hand, the four power meetings continued in Washington, and the sour-
ing of the atmosphere which inevitably took place because of the leaks crisis did not
have any basic effect upon our willingness to share information and to ask advice
within the Ambassadorial Group.49

At the same time that diplomatic relations and negotiations preoccupied the Kennedy Adminis-

tration during the Berlin Crisis the question of deterrence and military buildup was being debated

by the White House staff. The role of nuclear weapons and the nuclear stalemate with Russia

during his term in office significantly affected the approach of the president to the Berlin prob-

lem.

Mr. Hillenbrand states that:

From the beginning of his administration President Kennedy was very much con-
scious of the responsibility which he, President of the United States, had for the use
of our nuclear deterrent in any given crisis situation. I believe he brought to this
awesome responsibility a strong sense of conscience and a strong sense of the
implications for the American people of the possible use of nuclear weapons. Yet I
think he was also very conscious of the fact that, our possession of those nuclear
weapons and our ability to make the Soviet Union believe that, under certain circum-
stances, we might be forced to use them, constituted our basic security and our
ability to withstand Soviet threats and pressures in a situation, particularly like
Berlin, where we were at an admitted geographical disadvantage and where the
Soviets could bring to bear their undoubted superior local forces in any showdown
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[depended on our nuclear stance]. As it would have to any man of conscience in such
a situation, I think the President inevitably tended to look at problems not only in
terms of their immediate resolution, but also in terms of the long-range implications
they might have in tending to bring about a nuclear confrontation�

�[Kennedy] was certainly not a rash man who would plunge into a situation waving
our nuclear bombs and implying that we were prepared to inject the nuclear equation
immediately. It was one of the unique things about the Berlin situation that it did,
both in popular belief, in press treatment, and I think in the estimates of the leaders
of the Soviet Union and in the United States, raise the nuclear factor much earlier
than many other situations which actually involved more physical violence on the
spot. This was�partly due to the fact that, in and about Berlin, there was direct
confrontation between the military forces of the United States and the Soviet Union.
Moreover, both countries had, in effect, declared that their vital interests were
involved in the situation. This created a tense atmosphere about every discussion of
the Berlin problem, which was reflected in the rather spectacular treatments which it
always got in the press, in the fact that even minor incidents in Berlin were blown up
immediately into front page stories.

I think that the President recognized after Vienna�that there were two aspects of
military might of the United States�first of all, the basic willingness, which was a
question of determination and will, to employ the nuclear weapon under extreme
contingencies�contingencies that we would never seek ourselves and secondly, that
we would certainly wish, purely in terms of our own national self interest, to avoid
confrontation if at all possible.50 The second aspect was the fact�that in an out and
out arms race, a competition for general increase of military capacity, the United
States, out of its vast economic abundance, with an economy that was not operating
with the same kind of strained, distorted imbalance as that of the Soviet Union,
could easily divert a portion of its resources from civilian use into a larger arms
program. This could be done without any real disruption of our economy, whereas
for the Soviet Union any further diversion of resources to military use would cause a
further unbalancing of an already delicate economic structure. This was part of the
underlying reasoning that went into the US military buildup in 1961, which was
supposed to have both a direct and an indirect deterrent effect. The direct deterrent
effect was that the military buildup, and particularly the augmentation of our forces
in Germany, was intended to impress the Soviet Union with the seriousness of our
intentions. The Soviets could see we were building up our forces�The second
indirect effect was to foreshadow the possibility of even more comprehensive mili-
tary buildup, a military buildup which, I have indicated was something the Soviet
Union could not hope to emulate�51

Hillenbrand goes on to say that :

We obviously cannot know with any certainty, Khrushchev�s unwillingness, to
engage us in an arms race, to create a kind of continuing crisis which could only
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resut in the multiplication of American armament efforts, was influenced by his own
recognition of the limitations of the Soviet economy.52

[These issues must have played a role in tempering of the Berlin crisis that came
about in the latter part of 1961].

�I think it is fair to say that the President�s employment of our nuclear capacity as a
diplomatic weapon in the Berlin situation was a very measured and tempered one,
one which reflected his full comprehension of the awesome implications of nuclear
weapons and of his responsibilities as President. It also involved a courageous
recognition of the fact that we had to make it credible to the Soviets that, if we were
pushed beyond a certain point affecting our national security and vital interests, the
danger of the use of those weapons might arise�. I think that, by achieving this
credibility, he was able to add to the general Western deterrence of the Soviets in
Berlin which,�we can say certainly was a successful effort.53

Martin Hillenbrand concluded in his interview with Sweet, members of the Kennedy School

Berlin Critical Oral History Project, and in his memoirs, that the principal result of the whole

course of this Berlin policy was long standing and in the end, unnecessary tension. According to

Mr. Hillenbrand:

 Defining German policy in its broadest sense to include the Berlin problem, one can
say that if we defined German policy in its broadest sense to include the Berlin
problem,one thing accomplished during the Kennedy administration was the resolu-
tion of the Berlin crisis, which had begun in November 1958, not in the sense of
finding a solution which was agreed to by the Western powers and the Soviet Union
and formalized in a document signed by them, but a �resolution of a kind� which
many had thought was the most we could hope to get anyway, a resolution which
consisted of putting the Berlin problem on ice� reducing the explosive potential
which it had had for a period of some four years or more.

Now with respect to German policy as a whole, all one can say is that the Kennedy
administration did as much as any previous administration and accomplished no
more and no less. �

At least one can say that nothing was done during the Kennedy administration that
made the prospects of unification any worse, and the beginnings of an approach
were developed which provided a theoretical road by which reunification could be
attained over the long run�

I think the conclusion of history will be that there were �no major opportunities
missed�, that is opportunities to achieve a radical solution of either the German
problem or the Berlin problem.54
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MCGEORGE BUNDY

EXISTENTIAL DETERRENCE: THE DANGER OF UNCERTAINTY55

�War is evil�occasionally the lesser of two evils.�56

I�believe that not all the consequences of the nuclear arsenals are bad�. There is
an intrinsic inhibition on adventure which is none the less real for being essentially
independent of doctrines-and even of nuclear deployments-on either side. I have
called this phenomenon �existential deterrence�, and I think it has more to do with
the persisting peace-and division of Europe than all the particular nuclear doctrines
and deployments that have often bedeviled the European scene�� 57

�Nuclear energy is a somber subject�what is dominant and even decisive about
nuclear energy is that it can end modern society overnight. The business of prevent-
ing that catastrophe is everyone�s business, and the indispensable instrument of that
business is government.�58

McGeorge Bundy was a guest of the Berlin Nuclear Crisis Project in January l989. I was present

at the meeting and have included passages from my personal notes, sections from the memoir he

wrote (Danger and Survival), articles he edited and wrote and memos he dictated while on the

National Security Council.59 Also included is text written by his biographer Kai Bird.60 These

excerpts are representative of McGeorge Bundy�s views on the Berlin Wall Crisis, the Cold War,

and on nuclear weapons and deterrence. McGeorge Bundy died in September 1996. Throughout

his interviews, Bundy�s questions centered on three issues, very complex and yet similar to

questions asked in the other transcripts:

· How were the nuclear strategies of the leaders developed and implemented?

· Was Berlin Khrushchev�s personal crisis?

· What were the differences and similarities in approach of Khrushchev and of the
Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations to the issue of nuclear weapons?

McGeorge Bundy was influenced by his family61 and by mentors of his who had shaped

policy about war and international crisis.62 Bundy is distinguished not only by his outstanding
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ability to conduct national security affairs and an ability to convert psychological thinking into

acceptable political rhetoric, but he also had a genius for understanding the interface of politics

and people. He seemed an enigmatic man sometimes fiercely hawkish in his association with

men like Stimson and Acheson and at other times more liberal and philosophical.63 Older, power-

ful men�found themselves charmed and dazzled by Mac Bundy.

A Yale graduate, McGeorge Bundy was an intelligence officer in World War II and

helped plan the invasion of Europe. He was present at every point in history when the question

of the use of nuclear weapons was debated, beginning with the decision to drop the bomb on

Hiroshima. Bundy had an outstanding understanding of nuclear deterrence. The depth of his

thinking and breath of his writing on the subject is remarkable.64

In 1963 he concluded, after a lifetime of involvement with decisions and policies about

nuclear war that: �nuclear danger exists, there is no escape from the requirement to coexist with

it, and this requirement in turn implies some notion of deterrence. We do not know how to

transcend the danger.�65

The Berlin Wall Crisis is a good lens for viewing Bundy and his ideasof governmental

policy regarding nuclear weapons.66 It provides data for exploring how he thought and what he

experienced as special assistan for national security (1961�1966) and supervisor of the National

Security Council to presidents J. F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson during a critical time in our

history.

Bundy�s views were shaped early on by the role of secrecy in war. He learned the impor-

tance of silence from many people in his family. His mother, who believed that �silence is vic-

tory� , became the first cryptologist in the Bundy family in 1941, and his brother Bill was an

Ultra officer. Harvey Bundy, his father, became assistant secretary of state under Herbert Hoover

and special assistant to Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson. From early on his sons William and

McGeorge followed their father into public service.

Harvey Bundy had spent the war harboring numerous secrets of his own. He was
Stimson�s chief filter for intercept intelligence. All the �Magic� intercepts came
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across [his] desk. And when Pearl Harbor happened, he knew for a fact that there
had been an enormous intelligence failure.67

McGeorge Bundy�s own �personal� stance on nuclear weapons was also influenced by

his particular war experience as a signal intelligence officer.68 As an intelligence officer in World

War II:

McGeorge Bundy primarily saw war through the eyes of Rear Admiral Kirk and the
CIA operation of Ultra.69 As Kirk�s Ultra man, Bundy was not supposed to put
himself in a position where he might be captured. By the end of the European
war�Mac had not seen any combat; as an officer privy to the secret of Ultra, he was
barred from getting anywhere near the enemy.

Ultra was an extraordinary weapon. That the Allies were reading the most secret
communications of the Nazi war machine�made the war winnable, and at a cost
cheaper in blood and treasure than could have been the case otherwise. Ultra created
in senior staff and at the political summit a state of mind, which transformed the
making of decisions. To feel that you know your enemy is a vastly comforting
feeling. It grows imperceptibly over time if you regularly and intimately observe
their thoughts and ways and habits and actions�70

This ability �to know thy enemy� may have given Bundy the confidence he had to �inherently

believe� that Khrushchev, Kennedy, and Eisenhower would never use nuclear weapons. No one

knew better then Bundy that the dual use of nuclear weapons, both for political leverage and

military power, demanded a high level of secretiveness. His communications regarding the dual

use of nuclear weapons during the Berlin Crisis always took �secrecy� into account. For Bundy

it was a policy as well as a form of covert communication. During the Cold War Bundy defined

the nuclear threat as more a political force then a possibility that any President or Soviet leader

would actually use them militarily. 71 He was most invested in secrecy so that maximum use

could be made of the �nuclear danger� as a political weapon. He credits his education about the

nuclear danger to his three mentors, Harold Stimson, Robert Oppenheimer, and John F.

Kennedy.72 At the age of 22, Bundy went to work as a special assistant for Harold Stimson,

Secretary of War. As Stimson�s confidant and scribe he was privileged to many conversations

regarding the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima.
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Stimson had chaired the Interim Committee that met with scientists from May to July

1945, and later with the industrialists central to the Manhattan Project. On June 11, 1945, the

Franck Report (Report of the Committee on Political and Social Problems, Manhattan Project,

�Metallurgical Laboratory,� University of Chicago) was issued recommending that:

Nuclear bombs cannot possibly remain a �secret weapon� at the exclusive disposal
of this country�the scientific facts on which their construction is based are well
known to scientists of other countries. Unless an effective international control of
nuclear explosives is instituted, a race of nuclear armaments is certain to ensue
following the first revelation of our possession of nuclear weapons to the world�.

We believe that these considerations make the use of nuclear bombs for an early,
unannounced attack against Japan inadvisable.73

This was written after estimating the casualties and damage that would result from the use of an

atomic bomb, but the document had not been circulated among the Los Alamos Scientists.74

In another report on June 16, l945, scientists including Oppenheimer recommended
the immediate use of the atomic bomb to help save American lives in the Japanese
war should be such as to promote a satisfactory adjustment of our international
relations. At the same time, we recognize our obligation to our nation to use the
weapons to help save American lives in the Japanese war. 75

In his review of a book on Henry Stimson�s life, Stu Rosenblatt wrote: �In Stimson�s mind there

would be no warning to the Japanese; there could not be allowed any pretext that might forestall

the use of the atomic bomb.�76

After the war, when American dissent of the bombing was at its peak, Colonel Stimson

with [McGeorge Bundy] as his scribe, felt compelled to write an article for Harper�s magazine.77

Published in February l947, �The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb� stood for at least two

decades as the definitive explanation of the why the atomic bomb was detonated. The article

�intended to demonstrate that the bomb was not used without a searching consideration of

alternatives.�78 Bundy�s �personal� conclusions were mixed. He argued that �my own present

belief was that there were things that might have been done to increase the chance of early

surrender, but I have also had to recognize how hard it was to decide to do those things as mat-

ters actually stood in May, June, and July [1945].�79 There continues to be much criticism and
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dissent about Stimson�s arguments in the Harper�s article and in his memoirs. Dissent to the

article focuses on Stimson�s position regarding the use of the bomb without enough attention to

alternatives.

In 1947, Bundy edited Henry Stimson�s memoirs of his days as secretary of war, On

Active Service in Peace and War, which was completed with Stimson after his retirement and

published in 1948.80 Like the essay, the book further helped to establish the official reasons for

the decision to use the atomic bomb against Japan. These explanations included the sense of

�outrage over the attack on Pearl Harbor,� �the conclusion that invasion was the only way to

certain victory,� 81 and the hope of shortening the war,

The possibility of a long and bloody contest of ground forces was a matter of par-
ticular concern to George Marshall and Henry Stimson in the War Department.

By the spring of 1945 the imminent prospect of a great new secret weapon gave
hope of ending the whole business quickly�.for the American president and his top
War Department advisers, in June of 1945, this was an extraordinarily elemental
matter: The bomb might help decisively; it should be used. 82

In his memoirs, Stimson discusses a theme that he had previously ignored or tried to

suppress: the critical relationship of the atomic bomb and the Soviet Union for policymakers

before Hiroshima. Stimson denied the link between the atomic bomb and Russia. Bundy sup-

ported Stimson�s thinking in his own memoirs when he writes:

In the Decades since Hiroshima a number of writers83 have asserted a quite different
connection between the American thinking on the bomb and the Soviet Union�
namely that a desire to impress the Russians with the power of the bomb was a
major factor in the decision to use it. The assertion is false�There is literally no
evidence whatever that the timetable for the attack was ever affected by anything
except technical and military considerations; there is no evidence that anyone in the
direct chain of command from Truman to Stimson to Marshall to Groves ever heard
or made any suggestion that either the decision itself or the timing of its execution
should be governed by any consideration of its effect on the Soviet Union.

What is true�and important�is that these same decision makers were full of hope
that the bomb would put new strength into the American power position.84

After working for Harold Stimson, Bundy was a lecturer from l949 to 1951, and associate

professor of government from 1951 to1954 at Harvard. Bundy edited a book in 1952 for Dean
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Acheson entitled The Pattern of Responsibility: From the Records of Dean Acheson.85 Bundy

laced the book with his own commentary and views on the Soviet Union. He stated that: �Be-

cause so much of American policy is governed by the great threat from Soviet Russia, Acheson�s

talked more on this topic than on any other.�86 Bundy was willing to take on the book project �in

defense of Dean Acheson�s foreign policy... Bundy was a liberal Republican shocked by conser-

vative attacks on Acheson.�87

He agreed with Acheson�s view on the Cold War, that here were other ways then the

nuclear threat to stop Communism.88 Bundy, was particularly invested in political pressure in the

form of psychological warfare and covert operations as a way of undermining Russian totalitari-

anism, but he wanted to prevent nuclear war at any cost.

Like Eisenhower and Acheson he was very concerned with ridding the world of Commu-

nism, he just didn�t want to do it at the cost of bombing whole civilizations. Bundy did not agree

with Dean Acheson�s position on arming West Germany.89 �A sophisticated response to the

Soviet challenge, Bundy suggested, would include a vigorous menu of covert operations and

psychological warfare.�90

In 1952, Acheson asked Bundy to serve as the recording secretary to a State Department

�panel of consultants on disarmament� known as the Oppenheimer Panel. Originally called the

Interim Committee, this panel was established by Henry Stimson, the secretary of war, in l945.91

Oppenheimer himself was one of the first men to voice doubts about what had been,
in isolation such a magnificent achievement. He admitted (after the August 14,
celebrations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki)�that he was �a little scared of what I have
made.� However, he went on to say, �A scientist cannot hold back progress because
of fears of what the world will do with his discoveries�If atomic bombs are to be
added to the arsenals of a warring world, or to the arsenals of nations preparing for
war, then the time will come when mankind will curse the name of Los Alamos and
Hiroshima.92

By 1952, Oppenheimer was engaged in a losing battle to thwart the building of a thermo-

nuclear bomb, the H-bomb. The next year Bundy wrote a document that came out of the

Oppenheimer Panel, entitled Early Thoughts on Controlling the Nuclear Arms Race. Bundy

essentially painted �a bleak portrait of a world in which nuclear weapons would soon threaten all
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civilization.�93 His opening words to the UN when presenting the final report of the

Oppenheimer Panel were: �we are here to make a choice between the quick and the dead.�94

Since Hiroshima, Bundy and the panel members realized there was now a double threat. �Simply

stated, the difficulty we face is that we must deal with both the Soviet Union and the arms

race.�95

The Oppenheimer Panel made five recommendations. The most striking was a new

policy of candor for the American people. Logically, Bundy argued that �a policy of candor

would alert the American people to the nuclear peril and simultaneously signal the soviets that

we did not intend to use this weapon in a pre-emptive strike.�96 The panel members urged that in

addition to providing the facts and figures, the United States government should direct public

attention specifically and repeatedly to the fact that the atomic bomb works both ways and �that

the United States should tell the story of the atomic danger and�it should explain the rate and

impact of atomic production.97 As Bundy described it,

No one on the panel not even Robert Oppenheimer emerged from the Panel�s nine
month exposure to nuclear realities and prospects without a greatly deepened sense
of enormous and rapidly approaching peril�The Panel felt compelled to take full
account of both the nuclear danger and the Soviet threat to peace.98

Oppenheimer further stated in Foreign Affairs,

A more effective defense could even be of great relevance should the time come for
serious discussion of the regulation of armaments�This will call for a very broad
and robust regulation of armaments�Defense and regulation may thus be necessary
complements.99

From 1953 to 1961, McGeorge Bundy was the youngest dean of the Arts and Sciences

faculty at Harvard. He left Harvard in 1961 to become special assistant for national security

affairs to President Kennedy and was one of the key men informing Kennedy on policy from

1961 to 1963. Bundy possessed �unlimited confidence.�100 According to Hillenbrand�s memoirs,

�If it had not been for the extraordinary ability of McGeorge Bundy to synthesize cabinet room

discussion, and to get the president to sign off on skillfully drafted action memorandums, confu-

sion might well have reigned.�101
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�Bundy and his deputy, Walt Whitman Rostow, eliminated Eisenhower�s cumber-
some committee system and made the NSC a compact body of eleven people. The
White House established its own situation room and installed equipment that gave it
direct access to State Department, Defense Department, and Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) cables�.Bundy managed the flow of information , intelligence,102

and decision papers to the president, and monitored the operations of other agen-
cies.�103

With Kennedy, Bundy engineered the distinct use of nuclear weapons as �political pres-

sure.� This was called the New Frontiers policy. Vienna, in June 1961, was a good example of

Kennedy�s use of the threat of nuclear weapons as political leverage. Kennedy had hoped to

negotiate with Khrushchev, but when he could not do this, he threatened a build up of nuclear

weapons, conventional troops, and a significant increase in the civil defense program in a July

25th speech to the nation.104 Bundy had written a document entitled �Berlin Decisions� on July

17, 1961105 that reviewed the issues about Berlin planning, and this paper was influential in J. F.

Kennedy�s July 25th address.

All these political maneuvers made it look like nuclear weapons would actually be used

by the United States. The real threat of the �nuclear danger� was in place. Again when the Wall

was built and in the confrontation at the Wall, Kennedy and Khrushchev chose not to use nuclear

weaponry beyond a political threat. This was their joint agreement and it worked.106

McGeorge Bundy in particular saw the Berlin crisis as Khrushchev�s crisis. Such a crisis

can be defined as Khrushchev coming to terms with his own views about nuclear war and how

far he would go to start World War III. Bundy wrote:

We can learn a lot about nuclear reality by observing what happened in Berlin before
and after Khrushchev�s crisis. Yet his was the crisis in which there were real threats
of war. Khrushchev�s Berlin crisis gives us what is otherwise missing in the nuclear
age, genuine nuclear confrontation in Europe. Governments were forced to ask
themselves repeatedly what might make it necessary to fight, and in what measure
and on what terms they must be prepared to use nuclear weapons.107

The Berlin crisis of 1958�1963 was a Soviet exercise in atomic diplomacy, an effort to

use a new appearance of Soviet nuclear strength to force changes in the center of Europe. Both

the atomic threat and its destructive aim were made explicit in the first formal Soviet note of
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November 27, 1958:

Methods of blackmail and reckless threats of force will be least of all appropriate in
solving such a problem as the Berlin question. Such methods will not help solve a
single question, but can only bring the situation to the danger point. But only mad-
men can go to the length of unleashing another world war over the preservation of
privileges of occupiers in West Berlin. If such madmen should really appear, there is
no doubt that strait jackets could be found for them.108

Bundy clearly states that:

[Khrushchev] started a crisis, but as the final result made clear, it was built on a
bluff�Except for the wall, Khrushchev never took the actions he so often
threatened�Khrushchev himself had no intention, of running a nuclear risk even
though he threatened so often. He hoped that an asserted danger of nuclear disaster
would make other governments responsive, but at the same time he was determined
that no act of his should result in any risk of nuclear warfare that he could not him-
self control�There was salami slicing, but it was always far more slender than that,
and it always stopped short of combat.109

His style of threats and reassurances worked as he so often bluffed the United States and some-

times even himself. The Wall, from its first day to the present has been protected by nuclear

danger. Even though Khrushchev was humiliated by the admission of American nuclear superior-

ity, the fear of nuclear war and the actual risk of it created enough of a sense of danger in world

leaders to prevent a military challenge to the Soviet power in place in Europe.

Bundy also addressed the differences between the Eisenhower and Kennedy administra-

tions and the way they dealt with nuclear danger. Both Eisenhower and Kennedy believed that:

�there is nothing in the world that the Communists wanted badly enough to risk
losing the Kremlin. However, they took different postures to make the danger of
nuclear clear. Eisenhower believed that it was enough �to stand right ready�, and
Kennedy believed that there must be military choices more credible and less suicidal
than a rapid resort to general nuclear war.110

Both presidents believed they must persuade Khrushchev of their determination to
stand firm. Each in his own way did what he thought best to ensure a credible pos-
ture of readiness to face nuclear danger. Both men knew what nuclear weapons
could do.111

In the end, Bundy�s own argument that Berlin was Khrushchev�s crisis was extended to

Eisenhower and Kennedy as Berlin was the first major confrontation that any of these three
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leaders faced where nuclear war was at stake. They each had to make up their own minds about

what they would do and how far they would go with the other side�s threats and provocation and

at what point if any would they risk nuclear damage to their own countries.

We do not know what either one would have done at a moment of final choice. We
do not know what, or how much, either Eisenhower or Kennedy had finally decided,
or what Khrushchev believed about them or vice versa. We do know that the Soviet
leader took no step that might have made it necessary for him to learn an American
president�s choice.112

We have seen that Eisenhower and Kennedy�all believed that their basic objective
must be to persuade Khrushchev not to run nuclear risks, and I am convinced that in
these years, as now, the decisive nuclear reality for both sides was a risk of such
enormous shared catastrophe that by comparison no numerical advantage or disad-
vantage in the nuclear balance could in the end count for much.113

Bundy developed his own distinct belief system though he was strongly influenced by

Stimson�s decision to use the atomic bomb for military purposes; Oppenheimer�s rejection of the

use of nuclear weapons; Acheson�s belief in diplomacy; and Khrushchev�s, Eisenhower�s, and

Kennedy�s nuclear strategies; McGeorge Bundy concluded that:

A policy of openness in nuclear capability and deployment is better for world peace
than veiled secrecy�Political leaders need to remember Nagasaki and Hiroshima to
keep support for non-use strong.114

The power of nuclear weapons lies in the fear of the uncertainties of it, in its �exis-
tential danger.� Whether this fear of danger is an adequate deterrence remains to be
seen and hopefully this will never be tested. For Bundy it was another alternative, a
choice to deliberate and ponder.115

In l985, Bundy expressed �regrets� over the Harper�s article that he had written for Stimson in

1947. When interviewed on the MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour on the occasion of the fortieth

anniversary of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, Bundy said,

I am not disposed to criticize the use of the existence of the bomb to help to end the
war, but it does seem to me�that there were opportunities for communication and
warning available to the United States government which were not completely
thought through by our government at that time.116

In his memoirs, Danger and Survival, published three years later in l988, Bundy con-

cluded that:
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All these possible means of ending the war without using the bomb are open to
question; they remain possibilities, not certainties�I have argued my own present
belief that there were things that might have been done to increase the chance of
early surrender, but I have also had to recognize how hard it was to decide to do
those things as matters actually stood in May, June, and July.117
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PAUL NITZE; ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS (ISA)

THE RISK WORTH TAKING

War is not synonymous with Armageddon.
�Paul Nitze118

The memory of Pearl Harbor no longer seemed to do justice to the fear that lay
behind the cool rationalism of thinkers like Nitze�119

Paul Nitze is the individual who, more than anyone else, has influenced both the
policies guiding the development of U.S. nuclear weapons and the halting progress
toward their control. Never a principal cabinet officer, Nitze nevertheless managed
to place himself at the center of the action�even when out of office, he found a
place at the heart of the debate.120

The interviews, memoirs, and narratives about Paul Nitze presented not only the dilemmas of

planning of foreign policy, but the prescribed role of a person central to the debate of nuclear

strategy and military policy during the Berlin Wall Crisis of 1961. Nitze himself would later

recall,

In government, I found it hard to be wholly loyal to the principles of either the
Democratic Party or of the Republican Party. I never achieved appointment to the
highest political offices. I was�fired from the government four times, three times I
resigned because I found my position to be personally intolerable. Nevertheless, I
believe few others have been as fortunate to participate as actively as I have, either
as a member of the government team or as an outside critic, in the major decisions
on U.S. policy during the critical fifty years from l940�1990.121

James Blight, co-chair of the Berlin Nuclear Crisis Project, had previously interviewed Paul

Nitze on May 6, 1987 about the Cuban Missile Crisis.122 David Callahan, author of Dangerous

Capabilities: Paul Nitze and the Cold War,123 was a guest at a 1989 meeting of the Kennedy

School�s Center for Science and International Affairs Nuclear Crisis Group. He was specifically

invited to discuss the role of Paul Nitze in the Berlin Wall Crisis of 1961 because of the research

he was conducting at the time.
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Nitze�s own memoir, From Hiroshima to Glasnost, was also available at this time.124

The themes of specific interest to Callahan and the Nuclear Crisis Group were :

· The personal and political experiences that influenced Nitze�s nuclear strategy.

· The organizational role Paul Nitze played in the Kennedy administration during
the Berlin Wall Crisis of 1961.

· Contingency planning for military confrontation before and after August 13,
1961.

The personal experiences in his youth and his early political career played a great part in shaping

Paul Nitze�s political career. Nitze gained an interest in Russia from his uncle, a distinguished

geologist who worked for Czar Nicholas II, and his grandfather, Charles Nitze, who was ap-

pointed Honorary Consul for Russia in Baltimore. �From their influence, [Nitze] developed an

interest in Russia at an early age and later a love for Russian literature including Chekhov,

Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Turgenev, and Herzen.�125

His experience living in Europe during both world wars no doubt shaped his feelings

about war. Nitze admired his father, who was a scholar and university professor, but Nitze was

influenced by the seemingly powerlessness of his father and friends to change the course of

political history.

In 1919�my father�s academic colleagues discussed the terms of the Treaty of
Versailles in length�and none of them, as far as I could tell, believed in its wisdom.
They were in my estimation as distinguished a group of scholars as had ever been
brought together, but it was evident that they were powerless to influence events�.
It was then at the age of twelve, that I decided when I grew up, I wanted to be in a
position where I could participate in world events and be close to the levers of
influence. Distinguished scholarship did not appear to offer that opportunity.126

In the fall of 1924 Nitze attended Harvard, where he studied economics and sociology. Here he

recalls how those subjects shaped his thinking:

The study of economics revived my interest in finding a path to understanding and
influencing the real world�and in sociology I hoped to find the discipline that
would relate practical life to basic values. Due to �the vagaries of fat�, my draft
number never came up and I was never inducted into the armed forces, even though
I was eligible to be selected throughout the war.127
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From 1928 until 1939, except for one year as a graduate student, Nitze lived in the world

of business .128 In June, 1940, Nitze went to Washington as assistant to James V. Forrestal, the

president of a Wall Street firm, and joined a group that worked on the Selective Service Act.

Forrestal later worked for a short time as one of President roosevelt�s assistant secretaries and

then became Under Secretary of the Navy. Nitze shared with Forrestal the conviction that �even

at the outset of the struggle against Nazism, the world faced at least as great a danger from

Bolshevism.�129

In 1941, Nitze was not surprised to learn of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, since he

experienced relations between the United States and Japan as �deteriorating for some time�, but

only questioned when and where the Japanese would �make their first move.� He would recall:

�I thought Japan was a marvelous country populated by the most hateful people on earth. Like

other Americans at the time, I could not forgive the Japanese for Pearl Harbor.�130 For Paul Nitze,

Pearl Harbor defined the military vulnerability of the United States. American territories were no

longer safe and out of reach of transatlantic military invasion. As Strobe Talbott described,

Pearl Harbor seemed to implant in Nitze�s mind what became one of the grand
obsessions of his life: strategic vulnerability. The Japanese sneak attack had deprived
the United States in a few hours of a large part of the arsenal on which it depended
for defense�and, indeed, for deterrence. The nightmare scenario of a Soviet nuclear
first strike that drove the strategic debate of the post war period was largely an
updating of the script enacted on that infamous Sunday morning. The American
battleships in Pearl Harbor had many of the characteristics later ascribed to strategic
nuclear weapons.131

Nitze began his policymaking career at the end of World War II when he was assigned by

Roosevelt to the United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS). �The US Strategic Bombing

Survey was begun by the Secretary of War on November 3, 1944 by a directive from President

Roosevelt. It was �established for the purpose of conducting an impartial and expert study of the

effects of our aerial attack on Germany, to be used in connection with air attacks on Japan, and to

establish a basis for evaluating air power as an instrument of military strategy, for planning the

future development of the US armed forces, and for determining future economic policies with
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respect to the National defense.� 132 �It was not until the spring of 1945, after the allies resumed

their offensive, that the field teams got their first glimpse inside Germany.� 133

 In Germany he found the big cities in almost complete ruins, but the countryside was

virtually untouched. There was very little left of the Berlin I remembered from the 1920s and

1930s. �What the American and British air forces had not destroyed had been finished off by the

Red Army. �The most significant finding, Nitze thought, [of the USSBS] concerned the effects

of strategic bombing on the oil refining and chemical plants and on the German transportation

system.� 134

�Toward the end of the summer, �the war in the Pacific was �over and President

Truman had decided that the effectiveness of the air war against Japan should be the survey�s

next subject of inquiry.� 135 Nitze remained with the USSBS during the Truman administration.136

The USSBS conducted a careful survey to measure as precisely as possible the effects of the

atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Nitze was the main author of the report on

their findings. He concluded that atomic weapons caused only partial destruction.137

In Nagasaki, the railroads were back in operation forty-eight hours after the attack.
Most of the rolling stock in the city had been destroyed, but the tracks suffered
relatively minor damage. In Hiroshima,�we also found that even in the immediate
blast area, people who had taken to simple air raid tunnels emerged unscathed,
indicating that the bomb�s effects were largely confined, like most conventional
weapons, to above ground targets�138

Even in l945, it became clear to Mr. Nitze that

a monopoly of atomic technology by any one country or group of countries could not
be preserved forever. Once the feasibility of atomic fission had been demonstrated,
mastery of the technique of production by other countries would be a matter of more
or less time. It was also apparent that atomic technology would progress as all other
technology had progressed and that, in time, larger and more terrible weapons would
be available�

A way in which international ownership and control of atomic weapons could be
achieved was outlined in the Acheson-Lilienthal report issued in March 1946. The
recommendations of this report were embodied in the Baruch plan of June 1946
submitted�to the United Nations. The Soviet Union summarily rejected the essen-
tial elements of the Baruch plan�
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�Prolonged negotiations followed�The end of atomic monopoly had serious
implications for American security�it was now apparent that effective international
control depended as much on Soviet intentions as our own�we could expect the
USSR to modify its negative intentions only if we were successful in building a
Western security system of general strength�.international control of atomic energy
by itself would not eliminate the source of tension�. Atomic security was seen to be
not separate from, but an integral part of, the general problem of security.

�more serious students of military and political affairs warned of the dangers in
permitting a military imbalance to continue.139

In l946, when the final Summary Report on the Pacific War was finished, Nitze�s mission with

the bombing survey came to an end.140 He then joined the State Department as deputy director of

the Office of International Trade Policy.

His nuclear and political strategy beliefs were built on a number of important life events

as well as political experiences. His beliefs about the Soviet Union and the threat it posed to

international world order informed his strategic thinking and policy making throughout the Cold

War.141 He was adamantly against Communism and his fear of Soviet expansionism and aggres-

sion and resuting strategic vulnerability influenced his policy planning more than any other

factor.142 In 1944, Nitze had received an early warning about the emerging Soviet threat from

George Kennan who �believed that the alliance between the United States and the Soviet Union

would not survive the war and that Moscow�s relentless search for security would soon lead to

confrontation.�143 Nitze postulated that:

�the goal throughout the Cold War was for the United States to take the lead in
building an �international world order� based on liberal economic and political
institutions and to defend that world against communist attack.144

He was further influenced about Russian tendencies by a speech Stalin delivered on

February 9,1946. In it Stalin stated that

peace was not yet assured, since capitalism continued to exist in certain nations,
primarily the United States, and that preparations for war were�again necessary.145

On February 22, l946, George Kennan, who was in Moscow as Charge D�Affaires in the

Soviet Union sent a �Long Telegram� to the Secretary of State in the United States warning of an
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impending Russian threat to the United States and giving the sources of Soviet conduct.146

Written in response to a query from the Treasury Department to analyze Stalin�s recent 1946

speech, Kennan�s long telegram �attributes to the Soviet Union alone the status of threatening

force, with Britain part of the �Western World.��147 Churchill, on March 5, l946, described an

encroaching �iron curtain� which amplified Kennan�s warnings and any doubts Nitze may have

had about the Soviets threatening posture were erased. Churchill stated:

A shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately lightened by the Allied victory. No-
body knows what Soviet Russia and its Communist international organization
intends to do in the immediate future, or what are the limits�to their expansive and
proselytizing tendencies�. From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an
iron curtain has descended across the Continent�. I have felt bound to portray the
shadow which, alike in the west and the east falls upon the world�148

Nitze did not at this time �see much of a threat of military action by the USSR against Western

Europe.� His worry was with the economic situation of the world and a deteriorating Europe.149

This fear was shared with President Truman, who on March 12, l947, issued the Truman Doc-

trine.150 Soon after, George Kennan set up a small group of analysts, known as the Policy Plan-

ning Staff, who were charged with developing policy for a �deteriorating Europe.� But when

Nitze was asked to join as deputy , Acheson did not want him in this position, Nitze remained in

the Office of International Trade Policy. �151

In July, l947, George Kennan published the Long Telegram in Foreign Affairs under the

pseudonym of �X� and titled it �The Sources of Soviet Conduct�.152 As Nitze would recall:

It was this article that provided the overall rationale for the policy that would guide
U.S. foreign policy for the next generation. Here he introduced the concept of con-
taining Soviet and Communist expansionism, but he was vague on what might be
required to achieve successful containment�.

George�s underlying argument [was] persuasive�that a long term, patient but firm
and vigilant containment of Russian expansive tendencies� would�produce funda-
mental changes in the Soviet system, making it less menacing toward the West�.153

�I concurred with George�s assessment of the situation�. In dealing with the more immediate

problem of Europe�s growing instability, I thought we should attack it at its source and restorce
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confidence where it was needed most�in the economic sector. 154 This concept was incorporated

into Secretary Marshall�s proposal in his �Harvard Commencement speech offering American

aid to those European countries willing to coordinate their efforts for economic recovery.� 155

The key belief was that if the people were fed, they could think about politics, and then it would

be less likely that they would resort to Communist expansion.156

During the next year as deputy assistant secretary of state for economic affairs, Nitze was

involved with both the Communist coup in Czechoslovakia and the Berlin 157and US Airlift.

After the Berlin blockade in the summer of 1949, Nitze was assigned to work with George

Kennan, who was then director of the State Department�s Policy Planning Staff (S/P).158 It soon

became clear that Kennan wanted to step down, and Nitze succeeded Kennan as director of

policy planning on January 1, 1950. Nitze officially started his career as a �policy planner� with

this new position and adopted an approach very different from the one Kennan had originally

intended when he began the direction of the planning staff in 1947.159

On September 19, 1949, during the change of leadership, the Soviets detonated a nuclear

device, and research on the production of an American hydrogen bomb -the �super bomb-�,was

plainly a real possibility.160 Nitze would later recall:

Acheson called Kennan and me into his office and asked that over the weekend we
each draft a paper proposing what the U.S. reaction should be to this event. We came
to very different conclusions.

�George�s paper [written in response to Acheson�s request] expressed horror at the
consequences of a competition between the United States and the Soviet Union to
build such weapons.[�] In essence he held that moral leadership was of far greater
importance than superiority in the destructiveness of weapons. He recommended that
the U.S. adopt a policy of unilateral nuclear disarmament.

My paper argued that we could now expect that the Soviets would focus their efforts
fully to offset and counter our nuclear capabilities. They had the resources and skills
to do so. As they approached�nuclear equality with us, their evident nonnulclear
military superiority on the Eurasian landmass would become decisive unless we took
steps to counter it. To do so, we needed to increase our conventional military capa-
bilities and to assist a network of allies also to increase theirs. It would take us many
years to achieve a rough equality in nonnulcear forces. To extend the time available
to do so, we should continue to work on developing our nuclear capability�161
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Added to this the People�s Republic of China was established under Communist rule.

�we were on the verge of a fundamental change in the balance of power.�The
question was: How should we react to these developments? [�] Our military be-
lieved that something had to be done to preserve our margin of nuclear superiority
over the Soviets�162

The critical issue was �whether to move ahead with the development and testing of a thermo-

nuclear weapon, or H-bomb, or to continue to hold our scientists under wraps.163 There was

much internal debate about this next step in our military strategy and technological build up. On

one side �Robert Oppenheimer, who was also chairman of the AEC�s General Advisory Commit-

tee, composed of the country�s leading nuclear physicists�opposed further research and devel-

opment aimed at testing a fusion reaction.�164 Nitze�s memoirs report that

LeBaron was anxious that I should side with him in supporting the development of
the H-Bomb. So he asked me to talk with Ernest Lawrence, director of the Univer-
sity of California�s Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley�. ,[Lawrence], strongly
supported Teller and questioned Oppie�s argument about the effect of secrecy�to
solve scientific problems. He said the Soviet nuclear weapons program was no more
and no less secret than the one in the United States. In both countries work on
nuclear weapons matters was highly classified and scientists�were seldom, if ever,
allowed to publish their findings. Most of the real advances that occurred here,
Lawrence added, were made by physicists under the age of thirty. What motivated
them was their sense of pushing forward the frontiers of knowledge and the prestige
resulting from the appreciation of their work by their peers. This was enough to
stimulate creative work in the United States and it was probably the same in the
Soviet Union.165

According to Nitze�s biographer David Callahan:

On a gray and wet Saturday morning, the General Advisory Committee of the
Atomic Energy Commission met in Washington to begin deliberations on the H-
bomb. The GAC included�Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Isador Rabi�It
was also a group that included many tortured souls, men who in Oppenheimer�s
words �had known sin� for their participation in the Manhattan Project�.the group
engaged in two days of emotionally charged debate.

�In language almost unknown to the bureaucratic world, the GAC pleaded against
building a bomb �that might become a weapon of genocide.�166

Members of the GAC concluded that: �We all hope that by one means or another, the develop-

ment of these weapons can be avoided. We are all reluctant to see the United States take the
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initiative in precipitating this development. We are all agreed that it would be wrong at the

present moment to commit ourselves to all out efforts towards its development.�167 Nitze recalled

that

To settle the question of whether to build the H-bomb, Mr. Truman on November 19,
l949, appointed a Special Committee of the National Security Council, composed of
the secretaries of state and defense and the AEC chairman David Lilienthal. They, in
turn, appointed a working group of deputies to develop specific recommendations.
LeBaron, as�chief adviser on atomic energy, represented the Defense Department;
Henry D. Smyth and Gordon Dean�represented the commission whenever
Lilienthal was absent, and R. Gordon Arneson, the secretary of state�s atomic energy
adviser, and I were delegated by Acheson to represent the State Department.168

He drafted a paper that incorporated the views of David Lilienthal, who opposed the bomb. This

paper recommended among other decisions: �That the president authorize the A.E.C. to proceed

with an accelerated program to test the possibility of a thermonuclear reaction;�and that the

N.S.C. reexamine our aims and objectives in the light of the USSR�s possible thermonuclear

capability;�and that no public discussion of these issues�be authorized.�169

The internal debate about the H-bomb came to an end with a brief meeting, between the

president and the Special Committee on January 31, 1950, and Truman made the decision to go

ahead with the H-Bomb.

Lilienthal had led off with a short recapitulation of arguments against the H-bomb,
including his own moral qualms. But, it quickly became apparent that Truman
had�made up his mind. �Can the Russians do it?� he had asked. Assured by the
committee that they did indeed possess the necessary capabilities, he had cut short
further discussion and signed off on the committee�s recommendations and a press
release announcing his decision. The meeting had lasted ten minutes.�

Nitze believed that: The Soviets were fully committed to developing an H-bomb
before Mr. Truman made the decision that we should do the same. There can now be
little doubt that had Mr. Truman not acted when he did, the Soviets would have
achieved unchallengeable nuclear superiority by the late 1950s.170

While the AEC began work on building an H-bomb, Truman issued a directive to the State and

the Defense Departments to examine the national security implications of the president�s deci-

sion, and to reexamine our objectives in peace and war. Paul Nitze, and others recommended a
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strong response. 171 The final report NSC-68 was submitted to the National Security Council for

the president�s consideration in April 1950 and finally approved in September 1950.172

Nitze states in his memoirs that NSC-68 was the first of what later became a series of

basic national security policy papers produced each year through the Truman and Eisenhower

administrations. �From l947 to 1950 almost all our policy initiatives had been economic and

political; little attention had been given to our or anyone else�s military capabilities.�173 NSC-68

changed all that.

It was during my years as director of the State Department�s Policy Planning Staff in
the Truman and Eisenhower administration from January 1950 to June 1953, that I
first felt the impact of full participation in the decision making of the United
States�. During that period, we in the Policy Planning Staff were responsible for the
central policy staff work and recommendations concerning the Korean War, the
Korean armistice negotiations, and the decision to proceed with the development of
thermonuclear weapons, As director of the Policy Planning Staff, I headed the
drafting and annual revisions of the basic national security document NSC-68,
approved by President Truman in l950�.these documents embodied the core of our
political and defense policy for the succeeding forty years.

We felt that the full weight of responsibility for the actions to be taken rested upon
us in the Staff, and upon me in particular as director of the group�.We were prime
movers in the affairs of immense scope.174

In 1957, Eisenhower became concerned about the Soviet missile program with the Rus-

sians� launch of Sputnik and appointed the Gaither Panel, headed by Rowan Gaither, Chairman

of the Board of Rand. The Gaither Committee was an ad hoc committee of private citizens

appointed by President Eisenhower to determine the requirement for and the feasibility of civil

defense in the nuclear age. Nitze because of his work on NSC-68, Nitze was now well respected

and was asked to draft the final version of the committee�s report. This report, �Deterrence and

Survival in the Nuclear Age,� responded once again to Nitze�s and the committee�s fears, �that

the political leadership of the country had underestimated the gravity and extent of our �strategic

vulnerability.�175

Although Wohlstetter was not on the Gaither Committee, its report drew heavily
from a classified study on strategic vulnerability that he had supervised for
RAND�Looking ahead to the day when Soviet bombers would be replaced by
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intercontinental missiles, he warned that a bolt-from-the-blue attack would be able to
knock out virtually all American air bases.176

An even more hawkish tone to military planning and spending then Nitze�s NSC-68 document,

the final report went well beyond the original charter of the civil defense issue. Nitze himself

stated: �It concluded that American deterrence and survival were both in jeopardy.�177 These

findings were based on material from the CIA, the military, and top government officials. Ac-

cording to Nitze: �President Eisenhower did not embrace the recommendations of our report. He

was anxious to maintain his image as a man of peace and he was not about to approve a major

expansion of our defense budget.�178

In 1959, Acheson and Nitze, as chairman and vice chairman of the Foreign Affairs and

Defense Committee of the Democratic Advisory Council , wrote a paper entitled �The Military

Forces We Need and How to Get Them.� Nitze claimed that this paper constituted the foundation

for John F. Kennedy�s position on defense issues when he succeeded in winning the Democratic

nomination.179 Soon after this report was written and prior to his election, Kennedy �named Nitze

to chair a special task force to conduct a non-partisan investigation into U.S. national security

needs, with emphasis on defense and foreign policy issues.�180 The report was then delivered on

November 9, 1960. �I had long been an advocate of flexible military response and our task force

report to the president elect strongly supported this position.�181

After Kennedy was inaugurated on January 20, l961, Robert McNamara, Secretary of

Defense under Kennedy, recruited Paul Nitze as a senior staff member for his department. Nitze

was asked by McNamara to become the assistant secretary of defense for International Security

Affairs (ISA). As head of ISA, Nitze played the role of diplomat more �actively then ex-

pected.�182  Under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, ISA became the source for major foreign

policy initiatives�[known as the little state department] .

Kennedy rejected Eisenhower�s NSC-centered system of foreign and national secu-
rity policymaking. In the belief that it was inefficient and cumbersome Kennedy
introduced a less centralized system. Kennedy�s assistant secretary for ISA, Paul
Nitze, was chosen to contravene the squabbling in the previous administration
among the armed forces and resultant weakening of the president�s power as well as
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the failure to bring foreign policy and military strength into harmony. As Kennedy�s
handpicked representative, Nitze saw that the president�s decisions on foreign policy
�got translated into coordinated actions by the Departments of State and Defense.�183

As part of ISA [Nitze] joined Kennedy�s �academic advisory group�, an assemblage
of intellectuals brought together (prior to the election) largely to help the young
senator compete for the nomination against better-known, more experienced liberals,
notably Adlai Stevenson.

When Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev used a January 1961 speech to pledge support for the

�sacred� struggles of colonial peoples and promised to defend �wars of national liberation�, the

new administration�s worst fears seemed confirmed�. Now, as [Kennedy] moved into the Oval

Office, he urged his advisers to study Khrushchev�s address and mark his words. �You�ve got to

understand it�, he told them; �this is our clue to the Soviet Union.�184

Following Nitze�s appointment as assistant secretary of ISA, President Kennedy told him

that he wanted Nitze�s �office to be the focal point in our administration for arms control. He

asked me for a thorough review of our policy before the nuclear test ban negotiations resumed on

March 21st. I became deeply involved in this review and preparations for the negotiations with

the Soviet Union in Geneva. I turned over many duties to William P. Bundy, and I became

primarily responsible for NSC type policy issues and crisis management.

Kennedy ordered a reappraisal of U.S. and allied defense requirements, with special
emphasis, as Nitze had long advocated, on reducing NATO�s reliance on nuclear
weapons by increasing conventional strength. What emerged was the strategy of
�flexible response� to replace the Eisenhower administration�s outmoded policy of
massive retaliation.185

In June 1961, President Kennedy invited Nitze to the Vienna summit with Khrushchev. In re-

sponse to the summit, there was fear that a confrontation over Berlin could escalate into war.

Kennedy, Nitze and the rest of the U.S. delegation returned to Washington sobered
by the summit�.Kennedy moved quickly to deal with the impending crisis. On June
13 Nitze accompanied McNamara to an NSC meeting on�Berlin. The secretary of
defense explained that the U.S. position was fatally weak�.The President was
deeply disturbed by these findings and ordered an interdepartmental group to de-
velop a viable strategy to deal with the Berlin crisis. Foy Kohler would chair the
group and Nitze was to direct the Pentagon�s work on the project.
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From the beginning, Nitze was a hard-liner on Berlin. Some in the administration
believed that the Soviets were�unhappy about Berlin and saw Khrushchev as trying
to consolidate his hold on Eastern Europe for security reasons�. They felt the
confrontation could be diffused through negotiations.

Nitze thought this was nonsense. In his opinion negotiations or concessions of any
sort were dangerous�.To Nitze, the Soviets were behaving in a manner consistent
with the analysis of NSC 68. Their primary goal in putting pressure on Berlin was to
humiliate the west and score a major cold war victory�

[Nitze stated, ] I am convinced that there is�a much broader Communist objective
involved, of which Berlin is merely a proving ground�.

At stake in Berlin, then was not the status of a single city, but the fate of the entire
world. Berlin was only a symbol�which by itself was of no overwhelming value to
the United States. Yet as Nitze had stated in NSC 68�perception was the key to
victory in the Cold War.186

Nitze would recall that prior to this June meeting, �In March 1961, President Kennedy

had commissioned a study on Berlin from Dean Acheson. I worked with Dean on drafting the

report. The final version was submitted to the president three weeks after Mr. Kennedy returned

from Vienna.�187 By early July, Acheson had come to dominate the group. He predicted that the

Kremlin would provoke a crisis over Berlin in 1961 and that;

The only solution was to convince the Soviet leadership that the United States would
risk war to protect its stake in Berlin�.if the Soviets signed a treaty with East
Germany and attempted to cut off access to Berlin, The United States must respond
with military force. While it was possible that such a strategy might spark nuclear
war, Acheson deemed the risk worth taking.

Nitze also judged the risk worth taking.�Nitze believed that every effort should be
made to avoid a [nuclear exchange], but he was not ready to rule out the
possibility�.A full scale nuclear exchange would�devastate the West�Hence use
of nuclear weapons by us only become rational if the alternative would be even
worse than nuclear war�such as the capitulation to the Communist program of
aggression.

And in 1961 it appeared to Nitze that relinquishing Berlin would mean just such a
capitulation. 188

To Nitze, this 1961 paper, known as the Acheson Report,189 viewed the Soviets the same way that

they were described in NSC-68, and it was a self-fulfilling prophecy:
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I am convinced that there is�a much broader Communist objective of which Berlin
is merely a proving ground. This is to impose on the West and on the U.S. by the
application of threats of force and terror tactics, a psychological defeat by purporting
to demonstrate our impotence in the face of the much advertised Soviet power�190

Callahan described the developments as follows: �In late June and early July, as the interdepart-

mental group on Berlin (later called the Berlin Task Force) came together, management of the

crisis was divided between State and Defense. While Kohler and his aides concentrated on a set

of diplomatic responses to Khrushchev�s challenge, Nitze�s staff began developing contingency

plans for a military confrontation.�191

How did Nitze and Acheson manage the �burden of this responsibility�192 of even sug-

gesting the use of nuclear weapons as a risk worth taking, putting their own families at risk, as

well as the rest of the United States and the world? The �risk worth taking� was initially opposed

by the president. But, after Vienna and influenced by Acheson and Nitze, President Kennedy

became more combative. Callahan recalls how Kennedy went on national television on July 25th

and told the American people:

We cannot and will not permit the Communists to drive us out of Berlin�The
city�was the great testing place of Western courage and will�. To deal with the
crisis, Kennedy announced an additional $3.2 million in military appropriations, and
call up some 200,000 reserve troops�.

Nuclear war was a real possibility�the president asked Congress to allocate new
funds to civil defense programs so that in the event of an attack, the lives of those
families which are not hit in a nuclear blast and fire can still be saved, if they can be
warned to take shelter and if that shelter is available.193

Although Acheson, Nitze, and others had pressed Kennedy to declare a state of national

emergency, Kennedy

said he was not going to declare a national emergency, seeing that as his last public
step not the first. But, he would triple draft calls and ask for congressional resolution
giving him stand-by authority to call up Reserves�providing six new combat-ready
divisions and supporting air groups ready for European deployment�He would
emphasize a steady non-nuclear build-up�Escalation.

McNamara and his men were not happy. The Chiefs wanted the Secretary of Defense
to argue for��Plan A�, the toughest of the military scenarios, which gave authoriza-
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tion to tactical nuclear weapons. The President skipped to �Plan C�, the most moder-
ate alternative.

�Kennedy had been impressed by a long memo written�by Thomas C. Schelling,
who argued that the real purpose of nuclear weapons was to be used as chips in a
calculated game of threat and risk. Played well in that game, the purpose of nuclear
weapons was to prevent their use�.It is a war of nuclear bargaining�.

On the day before the speech, the President cabled Macmillan, laying out the situa-
tion as he saw it:��This is a time of clear and imminent danger, I do not believe we
can convince the Soviets of our willingness to face the greater risks, which may be
ahead unless we are ready to bear the burdens of a period of growing peril.� 194

As the West met to plot strategy, the situation in Berlin continued to deteriorate. On August 4th ,

Warsaw representatives met in a secret session (in Moscow) and voted to allow Ulbricht to seal

the East Berlin border. On August 13th as Nitze vacationed in Maine, East German troops began

erecting a brick and barbed wire barrier separating East and West Berlin. Nitze immediately

swung the International Security Affairs Committee into action, but he was too late. Callahan

reported that

The White House would not change its decision not to take action. Nitze was furi-
ous. He saw this simply as a first step in the eventual Soviet control over all of
Berlin�He couldn�t believe that the U.S. would let the Soviets get away with such a
move.195

According to Nitze�s in his Memoirs:

The Wall, at this point, could easily be knocked down by a jeep or truck, but it was
not clear to anyone in the West whether the barrier was being constructed to keep the
East Berliners in or to keep us out�.

Washington had received no recommendation from our own people in Berlin or from
the FRG�to knock down the barrier. I together with other Pentagon officials care-
fully considered whether we should recommend this action to the secretary of
defense�.we received intelligence information indicating that two East German
divisions and three Soviet divisions had been moved surreptiously to encircle Ber-
lin�.

This covert deployment suggested that they were planning a more serious trap, in
which we would knock down the wall and they would respond by occupying all of
Berlin. The situation could have escalated quickly into a general nuclear war for
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which neither our allies nor we were militarily or psychologically prepared. We
decided against a recommendation to move against the wall.196

Some thought the wall helped ease the crisis. Many suspected that the building of the wall

represented the furthest extent of Moscow�s bullying. Never had the US and Soviet Union

seemed so close to war. Nitze would recount that

six days after the wall went up�[the administration] reacted to the political prob-
lems caused by the crisis�. President Kennedy sent Vice President Johnson to
Berlin, as his personal emissary. Accompanied by retired General Lucius Clay, a
hero to West Berlin since 1948 when he oversaw the airlift to the besieged
city�.[Johnson was to respond to the]�decline in morale� of West Berlin and the
feared exodus from the city. Simultaneously, the President sent fifteen hundred
American troops in armored trucks down the Autobahn through the East German
check points to Berlin.197

In late August 1961, Nitze turned to the outcome of a game type analysis of the Berlin

situation that Rand was preparing in order to deal with the escalation of the crisis. Fortunately,

��Thomas Schelling, the analyst in charge of the game, could not get a war started between the

two teams representing the United States and the Soviet Union.�198

There was nothing the West could do except continue the policy of bluff and
brinkmanship. And the best chance of making that policy work, of convincing the
Soviets that the US would employ all means at its disposal to keep Berlin free, was
to have a credible hard-liner tell the Soviets bluntly that the United States was ready
to resort to nuclear weapons.

Such a person would have to be known to the Soviets as a hard-liner, and he would
have to occupy a government post where detailed work on nuclear weapons strategy
was done�.

 Paul Nitze was given the job�.

The United States would not allow itself to be bullied by an aggressor, Nitze said. It
would not allow itself to be humiliated. The Soviets might be militarily stronger in
East Germany, but they were not superior everywhere in the world�.Nitze�s Sep-
tember 7th speech was nuclear saber rattling of the first order.

�But if Nitze could bluff persuasively in public, he was in private acutely aware
that the nuclear threat was exactly that: a bluff. Not only did he reject proposals that
warning shots be considered, but he also opposed a much more ambitious plan put
together by Harry Rowan�.199
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In Nitze�s own words: �Throughout the remainder of the year, Washington continued to prepare

for what appeared to be an inevitable confrontation with the Communists when and if

Khrushchev actually signed a separate peace treaty with East Germany and access to the city of

Berlin would be denied to allied powers.200 He would also report that originally �our NATO

contingency plans called for sending a small military force down the Autobahn to Berlin, and if

resisted moving to the nuclear response envisioned in MC 14/2.� 201

When Nitze showed concerns as early as April 1961, that contingency planning was

needed, Robert McNamara, Secretary of Defense, asked Nitze to spearhead a review of military

contingency plans in the event the Communists attempted to cut off our access to Berlin. At the

end of July, Nitze recalled,

McNamara and [ Nitze ] flew�to Europe to confer with General Lauris Norstad
who�had�set up a special Berlin planning unit known as �Live Oak��. Norstad
was from the old school of massive retaliation and his preparations for the defense of
NATO Europe, devised under the Eisenhower administration, strongly emphasized
the early use of nuclear weapons in any major confrontation with the Soviets. This
accorded with NATO strategic doctrine at the time, but was totally at odds with the
flexible response approach that McNamara and Nitze thought preferable.

McNamara and I questioned General Norstad sharply about his plans to use nuclear
weapons. In response he said he would not use them in the first instance.

�Our NATO allies thought only in terms of the psychology of deterrence,�that
NATO would respond to a Soviet attack with the prompt, full use of our strategic
arsenal. An initial nuclear exchange limited to targets in Europe was not what they
had in mind�.

�To my mind this tension between our declaratory policy and the flexible response,
which McNamara and I thought should be our action policy, posed a most serious
problem.202

This declaratory policy and the action policy had been defined by Nitze as early as 1956 in a

Foreign Affairs article, entitled �Atoms, Strategy, and Policy.� In it, Nitze stated that �the more

we can bring our action policy and our declaratory policy into line with each other the more

effective both became.�203 As Nitze�s memoirs report,
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The Washington Ambassadorial Group, made up of representatives from the US,
Great Britain, France, and Germany, had been meeting since 1958. In 1961 it was
chaired by Foy Kohler. After the Berlin Wall was erected on August 13, [Nitze] was
asked to organize and chair a subgroup on military planning that would spell out
what �flexible military response� might entail. These two groups, the quadripartite
subgroup and the interdepartmental Berlin task force, were not in conflict but repre-
sented different organizational facets of our approach to the same problem.204

Nitze would report that the Berlin task force had few options:

Our�NATO allies argued that the principal purpose of military forces was deter-
rence, rather than their use if deterrence failed,�They claimed that since our only
deterrent in Europe was based on an expressed determination to meet any Soviet
attack with nuclear weapons, a buildup of conventional forces would only weaken
that deterrent by undermining its credibility�.

There were also advocates of another airlift, like the one in 1948�49,�but�it
�became apparent that an airlift could easily be interdicted and therefore would not
be reliable.205

In late July and early August the West�s military and diplomatic policy on Berlin was

taken up at a four-power foreign ministers conference in Washington and Paris. Nitze lobbied

hard for the program of mounting pressures. At his side was Lieutenant Colonel Dewitt

Armstrong, feeding him the arguments and data to strengthen his case. The crisis continued to

build and led to �stepped up� planning in Washington, and in the fall of 1961, Nitze�s contin-

gency planners began the final form of their work. This was directed by Squidge Lee, director of

policy planning in the (ISA) department, and Lieutenant Colonel Armstrong of his office. The

starting point was Armstrong�s original paper on potential Soviet actions and possible western

response. It was called the Horse Blanket because the number of actions the United States and

NATO might take, and what response from the USSR might be stimulated by each Western

action was so great that it was thought �it would take a piece of paper the size of a horse blanket

to write them all down.�206

The Horse Blanket was never finished because the number of scenarios, the details

necessary to explain them, and all the �probabilities� were too cumbersome. A revised edition

called the Pony Blanket was more manageable and was used by Nitze as a starting point when he
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chaired the �quadripartite military planning subgroup of the Washington Ambassador�s Group.�

207The Pony Blanket paper developed the program of mounting pressures into an organized and

coherent framework. This gave our allies more confidence. Nitze recalled: �It helped the four

governments to work toward a meeting of the minds on what we should do in a variety of contin-

gencies, It went a long way toward persuading our NATO allies to accept the doctrine of flexible

response that became in 1967, MC 14/3, NATO�s new strategic concept.�208

Even though the contingency planning was largely finished and almost every scenario for

Soviet aggression had a set of Western responses, Nitze wanted an even more concise version

than the Pony Blanket that could be summarized on one page. They worked day and night, and

the next morning, Nitze read the paper and found it excellent. This paper, called the Poodle

Blanket, was the final outcome of the Berlin task force. It was issued as National Security Action

Memorandum (NASM)109 and was approved by President Kennedy on October 23, 1961.

The essence of NSAM 109 was its �preferred sequence� involving four phases of
graduated response, ranging from diplomatic protest notes to all out nuclear
war�The first three phases involved pressure through diplomatic channels, eco-
nomic embargoes, maritime harassment, and UN action, followed by or in combina-
tion with NATO mobilization and then conventional military measures such as
sending armed convoy probes down the Autobahn�. Phase four called for the
escalating use of nuclear weapons.209

According to Callahan:

Paul Nitze �dismissed most talk of nuclear weapons use during the Berlin crisis.�
Rowen�s memory is that with the exception of his first strike plan, which�never
became a part of ISA�s Berlin contingency plans�the issue of nuclear war was
seldom discussed in detail among Nitze�s Berlin staff�It wasn�t taken that seriously
as a possibility. Squidge Lee agreed, �Nobody sat down and blocked out what we
would do if this thing goes nuclear because that was clearly the ultimate step down
the line�nuclear war was possible�, said Lee. I think subliminally it loomed over
the entire picture.210

In his memoirs Nitze mentions a time when he did discuss the use of nuclear weapons with

Pentagon officials:

McNamara and I fully discussed the various possibilities of the fourth phase, but
little was put on paper and his recollections of these discussions are different from
mine�
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It is my recollection that McNamara and I discussed with General Page a possible
plan for a strike against the three airfields on which Soviet heavy bombers were
based and on their three forward staging bases in the Far North�General LeMay
thought we should strike with a much larger force. McNamara�told me he had no
recollection of this discussion.211

Although a hard-liner, Nitze�s contingency planning during the Cold War and the Berlin Crisis

never matched his declaratory policies. �I would say the nuclear options were very unattractive

when you looked at them in detail�, Nitze recalled. �Not impossible, but very unattractive.�212

Nitze�s story addresses the complex relationship between hard-liners and soft-liners, the

military and policy makers, and declaratory and action policy. It speaks to the differing solutions

to nuclear weapons that sometimes sound the same. Strobe Talbott clarified his belief about

nuclear war:

I believed in arms control but not disarmament Nitze recalled, �Arms control
means the regulation of the military dimension of the Soviet-American competition.
The goal is much the same as the goal of deterrence itself; stability, that strange
safety in which weapons of vast destructiveness help keep the peace. Arms control is
a refinement of, and supplement to deterrence�.Arms control has the connotation of
accepting nuclear weapons as a fact of life.�

The goal of disarmament is�the reduction of the weapons themselves�.If arms
control seeks to promote a state of strategic nuclear stability, disarmament seeks a
state of grace or innocence. 213

Nitze�s antidote to nuclear war, on the other hand, was deterrence:

The objective of reducing the risk of war is intrinsically linked to deterrence.
Whether or not we have arms control agreements, it is necessary that the United
States and her allies have sufficient military forces, both conventional and nuclear, to
deter an armed attack by the Soviet Union �

Our policy should be one of maintaining a deterrent posture adequate to assure that
no war would occur�214

Talbott would recall that �Unlike McGeorge Bundy, Nitze believed that �the naked count of

missiles in and of itself� was an extremely important measure of national security. Paul felt

strongly that national will was very much a function of military capacity�if I have one more H-
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bomb than you do, I can put pressure on you. That disagreement was basic to the great strategic

debate of the nuclear era.�215

In l985, Nitze concluded, in opposition to Bundy�s position of �existential deter-
rence�, �that one important issue remained [which was that] some thought the terror
of nuclear weapons was such that their existence would in itself prevent war. This
view was held by those who considered the destructiveness of nuclear weapons to be
absolute��216

Nitze was acutely aware of the danger of nuclear war and took no measures to deny

this possibility. In the 1980�s, Nitze wrote, : � There is no purpose to be gained through the use

of our nuclear arsenal�. I can think of no circumstances under which it would be wise for the

United States to use nuclear weapons, even in retaliation for their prior use against us.� In his

astounding turn-around he concludes, �I see no compelling reason why we should not unilater-

ally get rid of our nuclear weapons.�217

In the book he wrote in 1993, Tension Between Opposites, Nitze questions Western

values and asks the following extremely important questions:

· Had those of us been right who had taken such an uncompromising view of the
superiority of the liberal Western value system to the opposed claims of those fol-
lowing the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist doctrine?

· Had we been right to urge that the U.S. proceed to determine the feasibility of a
controlled thermonuclear reaction?218

Then in an article he wrote in 1994, �Is It Time to Junk Our Nukes?� Nitze makes the case for

replacing nuclear weapons and

�choosing strategic, high-precision conventional weapons over strategic nuclear
weapons. they are safer, cause less collateral damage, and pose less threat of escala-
tion than do nuclear weapons�.In the aftermath of the Gulf war�one message rings
loudest: The United States, when provoked can and will use strategic conventional
weapons against targets it considers appropriate�.It may well be that conventional
strategic weapons will one day perform their primary mission of deterrence immea-
surably better than nuclear weapons if only because we can�and will�use them.219

Is this Paul Nitze joining the long list of militarists who have renounced fifty years of support for

the nuclear weapons system and succumbed to the �Nuclear Retirement Syndrome?�220 How else
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could one explain his complete turn around after spending his career promoting the building of

thousands of nuclear warheads? Or with age, like Robert McNamara in his film �The Fog of

War�, does he want to repent for taking part in the most frightening and dangerous history any

country has ever experienced the threat of nuclear war.

From the beginning Paul Nitze had a reflective side, interested in ideas and philosophy.

He questioned firstly whether our Western value system is superior to other political ideologies

and secondly whether there is any use for nuclear weapons today. Living in the question of these

two critical issues remains the greatest challenge we face today.
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Spengler and The Economic Consequences of the Peace by John Maynard Keynes.
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discussion of this issue see Zachary Citron, �The Conversion of Paul� in New Republic 200:5 (January
30, 1989), and Stanley Hoffman, �Hawk in the Woods,� pp. 31�33.

Paul Nitze�s wrote in a forward to a recent book by W. R. Smyser, �My family is of German origins on
both sides. I learned to speak German before English�We were in Munich when England declared war
on Germany�.Germany was also to provide�my entree into the worlds of finance and government. In
1929�I was commissioned by�a Chicago brokerage firm, to go to Germany to report on whether
German securities might be a better investment than American securities.

�It was�later, in 1937, that I got my first sight of Adolf Hitler at a�close range, too�he ranted and
raved with true passion and hatred. [�] When, in the summer of 1940, the invitation to serve in Washing-
ton came from Jim Forrestal,�I did not hesitate to go.�and as the war in Europe ended I found myself
in Germany again. I managed to locate some of our German relatives�One of the more memorable
episodes was interrogating Albert Speer, mastermind of Germany�s war production effort�. He attrib-
uted Germany�s defeat to the incompetence, softness and stupidity of the group around Hitler.

�From that point on my association with Germany was to remain principally in the fields of policy, the
facts of which are mostly in the public domain from the Marshall Plan, the Berlin Airlift and the creation
of NATO all the way to our strategic arms negotiations with the Soviet Union. I still consider the Berlin
crisis of 1948 to be the most parlous moment for America, far closer,�to drawing us into conflict with
the Soviet Union than the later Cuban missile crisis. Not the least reason for this was that I knew the U.S.
was ill prepared militarily for war.�I always placed greater emphasis on the importance of German-
American relations than I did on intra-European cooperation�as long as the Cold War lasted it was
logical for America to cultivate the closest of ties with Germany and for Germany to contribute to the
Western alliance. And so it did, thanks initially to Adenauer�s leadership and our own persuasive argu-
ments, much to the frustration of Moscow.� R. Smyser, From Yalta to Berlin: The Cold War Struggle
Over Germany (New York: St. Martin�s Press, 1999), pp. xiiv�xv.
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ment Printing Office, 1946), p. 3.
133  This assignment brought Nitze his closest encounter with the devastation of war.  �In order that we
might become more familiar with the problems of strategic bombing, General Anderson suggested that I
spend some time at a divisional base where actual operations were planned and executed�� Nitze,
Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 30.
134 Ibid., pp. 34�35.
135 Ibid., p. 37.
136 �On August 15, 1945, President Truman appointed a distinguished group to conduct a study of the
effects of all types of air attacks in the war against Japan. The United States Strategic Bombing Survey
was modeled after the commission that Roosevelt had established in 1944 to examine the bombing of
Germany��  �Japan�s Struggle to End the War United States Strategic Bombing Survey� in Barton J.
Bernstein, The Atomic Bomb: The Critical Issues (Brown and Company: 1976), p. 52.
137 Nitze�s view differed from that of the general public whose reaction after Hiroshima and Nagasaki had
been that the destructiveness of atomic weapons was absolute and immeasurable. ��newspapers in the
United States were filled with speculation, some of it proclaiming the atomic bomb to be of limitless
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power�the ultimate weapon�.� Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 42.

��Nitze looked closely at the damage done by the first A-bomb. After what he had seen in Europe, it
was nothing spectacular.�atomic bombing did not appear decisive.� Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities,
p. 50.

In an article by Gregg Herken, he reports that �Nitze found in the destruction a subtle and little-appreci-
ated tribute to the indomitability of the human spirit. He dissented �from the common, popular view� of
the bomb: �that it was an absolute weapon and this changed everything��.Nitze answer to his own
question portrayed the bomb neither as world-ending or even as necessarily precluding victory in such a
war�.How far out of step was his own thinking with the public mood early in 1946, when he tried to
convince New York�s Robert Moses that new buildings going up in the city should be equipped with civil
defense shelters.�Gregg Herken, �The Great Foreign Policy Fight,� American Heritage 37:3 (April/ May,
1986): 68�69.
138 Nitze, From Hiroshima to Glasnost, pp. 42�43.

Nitze also ��thought that we had to take into account �the possibility that our enemies would have
weapons as powerful and as destructive as our own. I became convinced�that any postwar reorganiza-
tion of the armed forces should include provisions for�a vigorous research and development
program�an�improved system of intelligence�to avoid a repetition of the Pearl Harbor disaster; and
closer coordination of the armed forces under an integrated department of defense oriented toward
weapons systems based upon modern technology�Under it there would be three services, each with
precisely defined missions.� Ibid., p. 43.

Nitze recommended the reorganization of the Departments of Navy, Army, and Strategic Forces.
139 Ibid., pp. 24�30.
140 Its report, issued in July 1946, stressed that Japan was near surrender before the atomic attacks and
that Japan would have surrendered soon even without the nuclear bombings. The key conclusion was that
air superiority alone could have produced unconditional surrender and did obviate the �need for inva-
sion.� Bernstein, The Atomic Bomb The Critical Issues, p. 52.

In Nitze�s own words, �even without the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it seemed highly unlikely,
given what we found to have been the mood of the Japanese government, that a U.S. invasion of the
islands would have been necessary��Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, pp. 44�45.
141 At Harvard, he encountered his first study of Communism. �One of his chief tutors was a White
Russian émigré Aleksandr Kerenski.� He agreed with�Spengler�s argument that authoritarianism posed
a mortal threat to the western democracies�and prophesied that the day of the west might already be
coming to an end.�and preached an alarming message of impending doom. Two other
professors�Robert Merton and George Sawyer Pettee�influenced Nitze. Merton with his ideas about
Marxism-Leninism and Pettee, a political thinker who believed that �revolutionary states were predicated
on repression and were inherently aggressive. He saw close parallel�s between Hitler�s Germany and
Stalin�s Russia.� Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities, p. 30.
142 See Paul Nitze, �Political Aspects of a National Strategy� (1960) in Kenneth W. Thompson and Steven
L. Rearden, eds., Paul H. Nitze on National Security and Arms Control (New York: University Press of
America, 1990), pp. 65�68 for his views on Soviet Aims and ambitions.

As a Soviet expert Talbott found �Nitze�s relationship to the Soviet Union and his fear of Soviet aggres-
sion and Communist expansionism very perplexing, although it follows the line of many in Washington
and the Pentagon in the early 1940s. He was certainly not an expert in Soviet affairs and did not visit
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Moscow until 1955.� Talbott, Master of the Game, p. 31. In his memoirs Nitze claims to have first visited
the Soviet Union by mistake in 1929. Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. xvi.
143 Nitze, Dangerous Capabilities, p. 51. This was perhaps the only time they agreed on Soviet �think-
ing.� �By the end of the Second World War and for some forty years thereafter Kennan and Nitze would
be combatants in a remarkable cold war of their own.� Herken, �The Great Foreign Policy Fight�, p.66.
144 Paul H. Nitze, �America: An Honest Broker� Foreign Affairs Fall, 1990: 1.
145 There are many interpretations of Stalin�s election eve speech delivered on February 9 1946.

�Stalin contended that the division of the capitalist world into two hostile blocs and ensuing imperialist
wars�was still inevitable�he implied that a new war, like the two World Wars would begin as a war
between two major hostile imperialist camps�And it would spare the USSR for fifteen to twenty years,
because he envisaged the USSR tripling its prewar output of iron and steel and doubling its output of oil
and coal within three or more five year plans as finally making the USSR safe against �any contingency.�
Robert H. McNeal, ed., Resolutions and decision of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1974), pp. 234�235.

�Stalin�s Delphic message of February 9, 1946, clearly indicated that a third world war was ultimately
inevitable�a war between the US and Great Britain. But in 1946 hardly anyone outside the Soviet Union
read it that way�Indeed, many foreign commentators, including certain Communist leaders, believed
that Stalin had�declared the inevitability of a US-Soviet war, the precise opposite� of what was stated.
�Stalin, the Politburo, and the Onset of the Cold War, 1945�1946,� Carl Beck Papers (Pittsburgh: Center
for Russian and East European Studies, 1988), p. 17.

Another interpretation is noted by James Forrestal in his diaries  that in his conversations with Justice
William Douglas, �I asked him if he had read Stalin�s speech and if he had what was his impression. He
said, the speech is a ��Declaration of World War III.��  Walter Mills, ed., The Forrestal Diaries (New
York: Viking Press, 1951), p. 134.
146 �The puzzlement and uncertainly over the real meaning of the speech delivered by Stalin and his
lieutenants prompted the U.S. Department of State to request that George F. Kennan�send Washington
an �interpretive analysis�� Kennan�s response was the Long Telegram written a few weeks after Stalin�s
speech in 1946��Since no country intended armed intervention against the USSR, Kennan�wrote,
Moscow�s groundless fears of �capitalist encirclement� demonstrated that the Stalin line was not based on
an objective evaluation of the outside world. The Kremlin�s outlook was at bottom a �neurotic view of
world affairs,� a view of reality distorted by an instinctive sense of insecurity, inferiority, and downright
ignorance compounded by the fact that the Soviet Government was �actually a conspiracy within a
conspiracy.� Albert Resis, �Stalin, the Politburo, and the Onset of the Cold War, 1945�1946,� Carl Beck
Papers (Pittsburgh: Center for Russian and East European Studies, 1988), pp. 17�18.
147 Katherine A. S. Sibley, The Cold War (Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1998), p. 133.
148 �Iron Curtain Speech, Winston Churchill, March 5, 1946� in Sibley, Cold War, pp. 136�137.
149 According to Nitze, in 1947 �there was a consensus in Washington that the Soviet threat came prima-
rily from political intrigues and subversion. A major opportunity for such tactics to succeed would spring
from spreading economic disarray in Western Europe�I did not�see much of a threat of military action
by the USSR against Western Europe�My worry was with the general worldwide� economy.� Nitze,
Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 48.
150 The immediate objective of the Truman Doctrine was to send US aid to anti-Communist forces in
Greeece and Turkey, but it was later expanded to justify support for any nation that the US government
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believed �was threatened by Communism during the Cold War� period.
151  �In March 1947, Marshall, then Secretary of State returned from an�unproductive meeting of foreign
ministers in Moscow. [�] He asked Acheson to have a Policy Planning Staff created that would concen-
trate on analyzing and making recommendations on upcoming strategic issues,�concerning the USSR.
[�] Acheson selected George�.and George asked that I serve as his deputy, but Acheson turned his
proposal down on the grounds that my background was that of a Wall Street entrepreneur��Nitze,
Tensions between opposites, p. 121.
152 �It was a penetrating analysis of the nature of the Marxist/Leninist doctrine, its transformation into
Stalinism, the actions to be expected from such a regime, and the gains it was making in expanding its
power and influence, particularly in Central Europe�. George concluded�that if expansionism, could
be contained for a sufficiently long period of time, the Soviet conspiracy would eventually look inward
into what was happening within the Soviet Union and address itself to is internal problems rather than
pursue further expansion. [�] I was impressed by Kennan�s sensitivity and insight. It seemed evident
that he had a deep understanding and love of Russian culture and correctly grasped that Leninist/
Stalinism doctrine and action were as alien and hostile to Russian culture as they were to Western culture
as a whole�.George Kennan tended to look upon diplomacy as the queen of the policy disciplines.�
Nitze, Tensions between opposites, pp. 122�123.
153 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 51.
154  Ibid., p. 52.
155 Ibid., p. 53.
156  In l947, Nitze became head of the group in charge of getting the data needed to estimate Europe�s
needs. Out of this grew the Marshall Plan, and the significant move to include Germany in this plan
meant that the German economy had to be integrated into the rest of Western Europe. The motivation was
to avoid political problems in Germany that could arise from the near starvation the people faced.
157  Nitze considered  the Berlin blockade �one of the most serious crises of the postwar period.� Nitze,
Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 58.
158 �State�s early Policy Planning Staff�was put together on a crash basis. On April 29, 1947, Secretary
of State Marshall called George Kennan into his office, and asked him to assemble the staff without delay
and to develop a set of recommendations for dealing with the crisis in Europe�the Staff could claim
credit for�making a central contribution to the Marshall Plan, �NSC-68�, a general planning document
which served as the basis for our arms build up�� I. M. Destler, Presidents Bureaucrats and Foreign
Policy The Politics of Organization Reform (New Jersey: Princeton University, 1972), pp. 224�225.
159 For Kennan the warnings about the Soviets in the Long Telegram and the theory of containment in the
X article were written only as a means to political and economic ends, not for military purposes.

When Kennan wrote his Long Telegram and later his X article, �Sources of Soviet Conduct,� he �felt like
others that went by the name of �Russian experts,� that our view of the Russian problem, was a view that
accepted Russian-Communist attitudes and policies as a danger at the political level, but did not see
either a likelihood or a necessity of war and did not regard the military plane as the one on which our
response ought to be concentrated��

Kennan however �could not forget�that our military and to some extent our political planners had
adopted for military planning, against my anguished objections, the year 1952 as the probable peak of
danger which our preparations should be designed to meet�They did not themselves intend to start a war
at that time, but they assumed there would be a real danger of the Russians doing so as soon as their
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current program of military preparations was completed��

They viewed the Soviet leaders as absorbed with the pursuit of something called a �grand design,� a
design for the early destruction of American power and for world conquest and this worried Kennan.
�The thought of war with Russia was sickening enough just from the standpoint of the slaughter and
destruction it would involve even if nuclear weapons, should not be used.� George F. Kennan, Memoirs,
1925�1950 (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1976), pp. 90�94.

�Kennan later insisted that he had meant neither that the means of Soviet expansion would necessarily be
military nor that the means of Western containment should be military; rather, in both cases, the arena of
competition should be primarily political, and one of the principal means of containing the Soviet Union
should be the industrial and economic rebuilding of Europe�For just that reason, Kennan wanted Nitze
to be his deputy. in 1947�but Under Secretary of State Acheson, who had so disparaged Nitze�s alarm
about the Stalin speech�now blocked his appointment as deputy director of policy planning.� Talbott,
Master of the Game, pp. 45-46.

�May and June, l949, Nitze was at Acheson�s side in a�negotiation with Stalin�s foreign
minister�Acheson revised his opinion of Nitze and�appointed him to the job of�deputy directory of
policy planning.  Ibid., p. 50.
160 Kennan, Memoirs, 1925�1950, p. 471.
161 Nitze, Tension Between Opposites, p. 125.
162 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 87.

In summary;  �Relations between the United States and the Soviet Union deteriorated�after the war. The
failure to reach an agreement to place atomic energy under international control, the takeover of Czecho-
slovakia, the Berlin blockade, the victory of Mao Tse-tung over Chiang Kai-shek on the Chinese main-
land, the detection of detonation of�the first Soviet atomic bomb, in late August, 1949, and the arrest of
Klaus Fuchs in early January 1950 created an atmosphere that led Truman to order the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) to go full speed ahead with the development of a hydrogen bomb, against the recom-
mendation of the General Advisory Committee (GAC). Schweber.�  In the Shadow of the Bomb, p. 156.
163  Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 88.
164  Ibid., p. 88.
165 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 89. Also see, Martin Zuberi, �The Missed Opportunity to Stop the H-
Bomb,� Strategic Analysis XXIII:2 (May l999), available from <http://www.ciaonet .org/olj/sa/sa
99zum02.html>.
166 Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities, p. 73.
167 Silvan .S. Schweber, In the Shadow of the Bomb, p. 158.
168 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 90.
169 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 91.

Nitze�s rationale: �The Russians had tested their first atomic weapon in the late summer of 1949 and
since then have held a number of tests which included nuclear weapons of large size.The British, too,
have tested atomic weapons, and many other countries have undertaken substantial atomic
programs�The end of atomic monopoly had serious implications for American security.� Nitze, U.S.
Foreign Policy, 1945�1955, p. 27.
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170 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, pp. 91-92.

�Nitze agreed with Truman�s decision chiefly because [he knew Truman] had no way of knowing what
the Soviets might do. In fact, what many of us suspected at the time was true�it did not take a demon-
stration by the United States to convince the Soviets that the H-bomb might be feasible. What we did not
know was that Stalin actually had given the go-ahead for the Soviet H-bomb around November 1, 1949, a
full three months before Truman made his decision.� Ibid., p. 91.

For another version of the decision making process see McGeorge Bundy, �The Missed Chance to Stop
the H-Bomb.� Available from <http://www.nybooks.com/articles/article-preview?article_id=6599>,
Bundy states that the President �made his decision before there was a debate.�
171  ��in late 1949�Nitze established himself, in the eyes of the secretary of state and the President, as a
hard-headed realist. He  �replaced Kennan not just as director of Policy Planning but as a man of the
hour.� Talbott, Master of the Game, p. 53.

 Nitze and Kennan since the Long Telegram in 1947, had disagreed about the interpretation projected
onto Soviet intentions and capabilities. �Kennan did not believe that the Soviet leadership had any real
intention of risking war with the United States. Even their probing actions�were likely to remain at a
sub-military level. Nitze and the others placed greater weight on Russia�s potential military capabili-
ties�. [they operated under the belief system that ] Even if the Soviet Union had no intention of risking
all-out war, it still confronted the United States with the challenge of limited and indirect aggression.

[As a diplomat], �Kennan feared that too much emphasis on the military side would damage the possibili-
ties of a diplomatic endings of the Cold War�. Acheson did not agree that the requirements of modern
diplomacy could ignore the military and strategic dimension�

�In the end Kennan�s positions were brushed aside and the final recommendations reflected Acheson and
Nitze�s view that if the United States was to achieve a balance between commitments and capabilities a
much larger military appropriation would be needed�. These recommendations were accepted by the
President as the basis for discussion and went on the agenda of the NSC as NSC Paper No. 68, [the basis
for American foreign policy in the Cold War years of 1953�1971 and] there was practically no expecta-
tion that the spending levels envisioned would ever be approved.� David S. McLellan, Dean Acheson:
The State Department Years (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1976), pp. 270�272.

An excellent discussion of Nitze views on the Soviet stance towards nuclear capability within their own
country can be found in McLellan�s book p. 271 and for Kennan�s beliefs see Zuberi. �The Missed
Opportunity to Stop the H-Bomb,� Available from <http://www.ciaonet .org/olj/sa/sa 99zum02.html>.
172 See Paul Y. Hammond, �NSC 68: Prologue to Rearmament� in Warner R. Schilling, Paul Y.
Hammond, and Glenn Snyder, Strategy, Politics, and Defense Budgets (Columbia University Press,
1962), pp. 267�378, available from <http://www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/intrel/hammond.htm>; and Paul
Nitze, �Grand Strategy Then and Now: NSC-68 and Its Lessons for the Future,� Strategic Review (Winter
l994).
173 Thompson and Reardon, Paul H. Nitze on National Security and Arms Control, pp. 33�34
174 Nitze, Tensions Between Opposites, p. 5.
175 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 166.

�By late l957 our intelligence estimates predicted a Soviet production potential of one hundred ICBMs
by 1960. We who were working on the Gaither Committee studies,�were not informed of this new
intelligence and updates estimate. Nitze was brought in as an adviser to the committee in the summer of
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1957�� Ibid., p. 167.
176 Talbott, Master of the Game, p. 67.
177 Ibid., p. 67. �The report stressed that the United States either had to respond immediately to the
expanding Soviet military capabilities or face potentially grave consequences. The Gaither committee
recommended that the United States reduce the vulnerability of its strategic forces, strengthen and
enlarge its nuclear ballistic missile capabilities, improve the ability of the armed forces to wage limited
military operations, reorganize the Department of Defense, and construct fallout shelters to protect the
civilian population�.costing $44.2 billion, spread between 1959 and 1963.� David L. Snead, The
Gaither Committee, Eisenhower, and the Cold War (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1999), p. 2.

In addition to Civil Defense we �urged that the United States improve its early warning network, train its
SAC bomber crews�..accelerate our missile production program, and phase in hardened bases for our
ICBM�s�Eisenhower�believed that nuclear war was �unthinkable� and�the effort to achieve a reliable
deterrent capability was not urgent�� Ibid., p. 168.
178 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 168.
179 Nitze, Tensions Between Opposites, pp. 145�146.
180 Thompson and Reardon, Paul H. Nitze on National Security, p. 63.
181 Nitze, Hiroshima to Glasnost, p. 195.

In the spring of 1960 Nitze had delivered a lecture �Political Aspects of a National Strategy� to the Air
War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. This lecture was representative of Nitze�s thinking at
the time and reflects �the influence his ideas exercised not only on Kennedy�s campaign positions but
also on his policies later as president.� Thompson and Reardon, Paul H. Nitze on National Security, pp.
63�76. The report identified the �principal national security issues�:

1) The most urgent national security issue was the defense policy decision as to whether we
should attempt to achieve a politically meaningful �win� capability in general nuclear war, or to
settle for the more modest goal of being able to deny the Soviets such a capability through
assuring ourselves secure retaliatory capability;

2) The creation of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency later mandated by the Congress
in 1961; and the issue of the development of a common position on Berlin with the British, the
French, and the West Germans, including a plan to cover the contingency of a renewal of a
blockade.

182 Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities, p. 214.

�Straddled between the overlapping jurisdictions of the State Department, NSC, and the Defense Depart-
ment, the Office of International Security Affairs under seven presidents reflected the institutional
confusion surrounding the administration of foreign and national security policy.� Gregory Piller,
�DOD�s Office of International Security Affairs: The Brief Ascendance of an Advisory System,� Political
Science Quarterly 98:1 (Spring 1983): 60.

�By the end of 1952, ISA was officially administrating the Mutual Defense Assistance Program and
NATO affairs, coordinating defense contracts with State and the NSC, and advising the secretary on
politico-military issues.� Thomas J. Bigley, �The Office of International Security Affairs�, United States
Naval Institute Proceedings 92 (1966): 61�72 in Piller, DOD�s Office of International Security Affairs, p.
60.
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�When ISA was upgraded [The post of Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs,
was established in 1953] one concern was whether the Joint Chiefs could provide the secretary of defense
with advice on military aspects of political issues, thereby obviating the need for a civilian intermediary
like ISA. �ISA�s capacity to coordinate inter-service opinion was undermined by Eisenhower�s defense
secretaries. The president�s background made him an obvious authority on military issues�.
Eisenhower�s background made him his own secretary of defense�.Under Eisenhower ISA was caught
in an NSC policy process that was unproductive, inflexible, distant from the real sources of policy.�the
Eisenhower ISA neither provided analysis independent of the Joint Chiefs, as it would under Kennedy
and Johnson, nor coordinated the positions of the professional military services.� Ibid.,p. 61�62.
183 �How Kennedy Plans to Run Defense and Foreign Policy�, U.S. News and World Report (9 January
1961): 38�39.
184 Michael E. Latham, Modernization as Ideology American Social Science and Nation Building in the
Kennedy Era (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2000).

�By the  time Kennedy had assumed the presidency, U.S.-Soviet relations had already deteriorated
drastically. The main events leading to this deterioration were Khrushchev�s 1958 ultimatum on Berlin
and the breakdown of the 1960 Paris summit over the violation of Soviet air space by an American U-2
spy plane. The cold war was a central issue in the U.S. presidential campaign of 1960, with each candi-
date promising to wage it more effectively than the other. During the first seven months of the Kennedy
administration, tensions increased markedly. Khrushchev�s January 1961 speech avowing Soviet support
for wars of national liberation alarmed the new and insecure administration in Washington.� �The John F.
Kennedy National Security Files: U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe  1961-1963� (University Publications of
America, 1996. Available from  <http://www.lexisnexis.com/academic/guides/area_studies/nsf/
jfkussr.asp>.

According to Callahan, �In this same speech on January 6, l961, where [Khrushchev declared his war of
liberations] Khrushchev declared his intention to remove the western presence from Berlin.� Callahan,
Dangerous Capabilities, p. 215.
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186 Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities, pp.  216�217.
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193 Callahan, Dangerous Capabilities, p. 221. Also see Bundy in this Part II, for a more �political inter-
pretation of the nuclear threat in this situation.�
194 Richard Reeves, President Kennedy Profile of Power (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993), pp. 196�
199. Nitze also did not agree with the president and believed that the call to increased reserve troops
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would weaken our deterrence policy.
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